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Confused over Estrogen?
You’re not alone...

“

W

ho needs estrogen?
Doesn’t it cause breast
cancer, strokes and heart
attacks?” That is the general public consensus
over the past 12 years since the Women’s
Health Initiative headlines announced
“Hormone replacement therapy (HRT) associated with a 38% increase in stroke
risk”. Though that is a pretty scary headline,
it’s not relevant for most women considering
HRT.
It is very easy for a younger woman to
say “I am not going to take hormone replacement therapy (HRT) when I go through
menopause. I’m going to age naturally.”
However, when that same woman starts experiencing perimenopausal and menopausal
symptoms, she may change her mind. Not all
women need hormone replacement therapy
when they go through menopause. But some
do. For some women, HRT -- including estrogen -- is essential for a full, productive and
joyful life.
First let’s look at how menopause progresses. Menopause is actually when the ovaries
stop producing sufficient amounts of progesterone and estrogen for a woman to have a period.
Blood estradiol (E2) levels drop below 40pg/mL
and follicle stimulating hormone (FSH) rises above
28-35. This causes hot flashes, night sweats, mood and memory
problems, more bodily pains and other symptoms. Frequently
these symptoms ease off over time; unfortunately, accelerated
aging has already begun.

And that is not all that is going on in menopause. Menopause
also is a veritable stress test on a woman’s adrenal glands. These
are the small pyramid shaped glands that sit on top of each kidney. They are the organs that help us respond appropriately to a
specific stress. Stress is short lived, hopefully. Then there are
bigger chronic stresses...not enough money, job loss, a marriage
that turns sour, aging parents or a special needs child. All these
demand more work from your adrenal glands day in and day out.
Normally as the ovaries begin shutting down, a healthy
woman’s adrenal glands start producing extra steroid hormones
that swim into the woman’s fat and are made into estrone (E1)
-- a weaker estrogen than E2 that is made by the woman’s ovaries.
Some women will do just fine on these modest levels of estrone
as their ovaries slowly shut down. These are the women who will
say, “What’s the big deal? This is so easy. I like not having periods.
I’m not having hot flashes, I feel fine.”
On the other hand, women who are chronically exhausted
and do not have any reserve and whose adrenal glands are already
working at maximum capacity may start experiencing many
disabling symptoms because their adrenals cannot ramp up
enough to cover the woman’s estrogen needs.
What determines the severity of symptoms as women progress
through menopause? Lifestyle makes a huge difference. Dr.
Thierry Hertoghe, a fourth generation endocrinologist in Belgium,
recommends certain lifestyle changes. Adopting the following
habits before or during menopause will reduce symptoms. Optimal hormone production of estrogen, progesterone, testosterone, and even growth hormone depend upon eating an adequate
number of calories and following a Paleolithic diet with animal
protein and a variety of foods that are preferably organic. Adequate body fat and a healthy weight enhance hormone production. Avoiding alcohol, a vegan diet, tobacco, marijuana, caffeine,
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quality natural supplements in the marketplace. Our supplements contain no synthetic
or artificial ingredients. Come experience our fully trained knowledgeable staff who are
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sugar, dairy products, cereal grains including wheat, and too
strenuous physical activity all improve symptom control in
menopause.
It’s also important to balance adrenal and thyroid hormones.
Too much or too little will profoundly affect menopausal hormones.
The rate of the fall of hormone levels is critical. Premenopausal women who have their ovaries removed or women who
are acutely stressed emotionally or physically may go into full
blown menopause with incapacitating symptoms. Both may need
HRT in the short-term to let their bodies adjust.
What are symptoms of estrogen deficiency? Increased fatigue
24/7. It’s always there. It doesn’t vary with the time of day. Low
grade depression. Loss of libido. Poor memory especially for
nouns and people’s names. “Remember to bring the... the.......
thingamajig!” Poor short term memory - “Why did I walk into
this room?” Hot flashes, especially when stressed out. Night
sweats which may be mild or drenching but always wake you
up interfering with sleep. Joint pain, osteoarthritis. Bladder infections. Vaginal dryness or itching. Decreased vaginal lubrication
during sexual intercourse. Heavy, light or irregular periods.
Some women never stop having hot flashes and night sweats.
These come from the brain. Not the skin. It is a strong indicator
that these women may benefit estrogen therapy.
What are physical signs that a woman can see in the mirror?
Pale face and skin. Dry mouth and eyes. Dry, dehydrated skin.
Small, thin vertical wrinkles above the upper lip and at the corner of the eyes. Smaller, droopy breasts. Loss of hair on the top
of the head and body hair, but increased facial hair. (This is due
to persistently normal testosterone levels as estrogens drop.)
Some of these symptoms start when a woman is in her late
30s or 40s. By age 51, the average age of menopause, most
women have had more of these symptoms for some time. Without HRT, the symptoms will continue to progress. Eventually
some symptoms may diminish, but accelerated aging has started.
It takes another ten years after the last period for the ovaries to
completely shut down.
What diseases are caused by loss of estrogen? Infertility, premature aging of all organ systems, osteopenia and osteoporosis,
cardiovascular disease and Alzheimer’s disease. This is not to say
that menopause is the only cause, but it tends to accelerate the
processes.
Is HRT safe? What about the Women’s Health Initiative (WHI)?
Didn’t the study in 2002 prove that HRT was dangerous for
women? Yes, that is exactly what that study showed. But that
study did not study bio-identical hormones. It studied two drugs,
Premarin, which is made from pregnant mare’s urine, and Provera, medroxyprogesterone acetate (MPA). Both of these compounds function as drugs in a woman’s body. They are not bioidentical and natural hormones. They have some of the same
effects as our natural hormones, but they also have side effects
like any drug.
And these drugs were not delivered directly into the blood
stream like the ovaries or adrenals deliver hormones. These drugs
were swallowed and went through the stomach to the liver and
caused other side effects because of this. It is best to copy
Mother Nature. The pharmaceutical equivalents to bio-identical
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hormones are Climara®, Vivelle® or
Minivelle® patches, and some gels and
sprays containing E2 and oral Prometrium®, which is the brand name of oral
progesterone. It is imperative to understand that these natural hormones were
not studied by WHI.
A small but real risk for any woman starting estradiol or
Premarin or even BCP is that it will unmask a pre-existing breast
or uterine cancer. Estradiol feeds cancer; it does not cause it. The
same goes for men starting testosterone. It may unmask an already
existing prostate cancer. So women and men need to be monitored more closely for the first year or so of hormone therapy.
Thermography of the breasts effectively does this. It picks up
rapidly growing tumors. And mammography picks up slower
growing tumors. Both can be useful along with breast exams.
Many physicians were not surprised with the initial results
of WHI. If a woman swallows estrogen, even if it is a bio-identical estrogen, it is going to increase her risk of clotting. Think of
women who are on birth control pills, they have an increased
risk of blood clots, heart attacks and strokes just like women who
swallowed Premarin, Prempro or even E2. Most of these increased
risks diminished after women stopped the drugs in the study.
The second problem with WHI was that it studied horse
estrogen with MPA. Since 1997, it has been known that MPA in
laboratory tests reversed the cardiac benefits from taking estrogen.
Estrogen improved menopausal women’s good cholesterol and
maintained glucose control in the PEPI trial. When Prometrium,

Looking for a new career?
Or
Wish to expand your
existing healing profession?

Become an APTA approved
Associate Polarity Practitioner (APP)
Polarity Therapy is a holistic system involving energy-based
bodywork, nutrition, exercise & self-awareness.

• Small weekend classes • Approved CEU credits
• Affordable / flexible payment options
• Convenient location in the Guilford College area of Greensboro

Call for info about Dec. 6 Intro class & full January Program
(more info in News Brief on page 14)

www.CarolinaPolarity.com

336-202-0227
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i.e. natural progesterone, was added, it did not have any negative
effect. When Provera/MPA was added good cholesterol and blood
sugar control plummeted. These, in combination, increase a
woman’s risk of having a heart attack or stroke. In 2002 WHI
demonstrated this outcome in female patients, not just in their
lab work. The headlines should have read: Prempro is dangerous
and oral estrogen is dangerous. Not all HRT is dangerous.
Physicians who have been prescribing bio-identical estrogens, natural progesterone and sometimes testosterone have been
doing so for more than 40 years in this country and Europe. They
have not seen the increased incidence of breast cancer or heart
disease. They have seen woman who live fuller, better lives with
stronger bones, reduced chances of getting Alzheimer’s disease,
reduced risk of breast cancer, and reduced risk of heart attacks.
This is called a large observational study by independent clinicians.
The PEPI trial only examined lab work in patients that reflected their risk of cardiovascular disease. WHI looked at clinical outcomes for patients. It looked at several illnesses. Breast
cancer and cardiovascular disease were of primary concern. WHI
did not study progesterone, but only Premarin with and without
MPA. Those who took MPA (Prempro) developed more disease.
Women who were on Premarin alone (no MPA) had a 23%
lower risk of breast cancer compared to women who did not take
any hormones, and a 63% better chance of surviving breast
cancer if they got it (compared to placebo patients), and a 38%
reduction in all-cause death even if they got breast cancer. More
of them were alive and well 10 years later than those on placebo.
And the placebo patients fared better than the Prempro patients
who continued to have a higher risk of breast cancer and cardiovascular disease even after stopping the drug. My advice:
Don’t take Prempro.

Do you suffer from frequent headaches?
A constant runny nose?
Have joint pain due to chronic
inflammation?
Do you often feel
bloated after eating?
Are you unable to lose weight?

You may be experiencing a
reaction to the foods you eat!
Find out what foods may be the cause
of your symptoms!

IgG Food Allergy Test ~ ONLY $199.00
Call 336.808.3627 x 15 to schedule your test today!
1301 West Wendover Ave., Suite A, Greensboro
www.VaughanIntegrative.com
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Who should not take estrogen? Women who have untreated
breast or uterine cancer. Avoid oral estrogens in liver disease and
in women with a history of or increased risk of a clotting disorder
or cardiovascular disease.
What options are available for treatment? Some women do not
need “treatment”. They do fine with lifestyle changes. Some use
a variety of drugs to manage symptoms. These may include antiinflammatories, antidepressants, sleeping pills, vaginal lubricants
and anti-anxiety drugs. It may also include medication for diabetes, hypertension, and hypercholesterolemia.
Other women will be able to take herbs including black
cohosh, Pueraria mirifica (a type of kudzu from Thailand), red
clover, flax seeds, maca and/or soy phytoestrogens. All of which
have estrogenic effects. These women will say: “What’s the big
deal? Everything is fine; I can take these herbs and I feel great.”
Then there are women who have severe night sweats or hot
flashes, significant memory and mood issues, who cannot perform
their jobs, and whose lives change radically as their estrogen
levels drop. These are the women who need to consider hormone
replacement therapy.
What levels of E2 are necessary for a woman to feel her best?
This is going to vary dramatically depending upon the woman’s
height and shape. Women who are short and curvy, who grew
“out” instead of up when they were in grade school and are
under 5’4” have always been exposed to a lot of estrogen. So
they will feel comfortable with higher estrogen levels when they
need hormone replacement therapy.
Women who are 5’4” to 5’7” and have somewhat smaller
breasts will feel comfortable with slightly lower estrogen levels
because they were exposed to a lower amount of estrogen as
they went through puberty and life.
Women who are very tall (think of a runway model who is
flat-chested) typically have very low estrogen levels going through
puberty and they feel comfortable with low levels of estrogen.
So, the amount of estrogen that a woman is going to need
throughout her life and in menopause, if she in fact needs HRT
at all, is going to vary.
The “normal ranges” for E2 vary with the time of the month,
but the best time to check the highest estrogen levels in a premenopausal woman is on the 21st day of her cycle, and the
normal ranges are 30 - 200 pg/ml. This is a wide range and that
is because there is not one best level for all women. Dosing must
be individualized. Many women feel their best during the second
week of their cycle -- after the period is over and before ovulation, when estrogen levels rise. Typical levels on the 7th day are
40-100 pg/mL. These may be the preferred ranges for menopausal women.
Height and history matter and need to be taken into account.
While there is not one magical level, we do know that a minimum
of 21 pg/mL of E2 is needed to maintain bone health. Most physicians find that postmenopausal woman feel better with higher
levels than this. Frequently, brain function requires higher levels.
Most physicians treat for symptom relief regardless of the levels.
The treatment for low estrogen in women is human estradiol, E2. This is available in gels and patches. It is also available
in pill form, Estrace. All of these will raise a woman’s estrogen
level and relieve the symptoms mentioned above.
What does conventional medicine say? When researchers went

enter

back and teased out different subpopulations of WHI, they found
that the headlines which said HRT is bad for women did not
apply to women who were younger. And in 2013, a global consensus statement was published on Menopausal Hormone
Therapy (MHT) formerly called HRT. It was endorsed by seven
different societies including The North American Menopause
Society (NAMS).
• They concluded that MHT is the most effective treatment for
vasomotor symptoms (hot flashes and night sweats) associated
with menopause at any age. Benefits are more likely to outweigh
risks for symptomatic women before the age of 60 years or
within 10 years after menopause. (After WHI, they had recommended SSRI’s and other drugs to control vasomotor symptoms.)

ul

• MHT is effective for the prevention of osteoporosis-related
fractures.

herapy

• Standard-dose estrogen-alone MHT may decrease coronary
heart disease and all-cause mortality in women in before the
age of 60 years or within 10 years after menopause. (The complete opposite of what was reported in WHI.)
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• Local low-dose estrogen therapy is preferred for women
whose symptoms are limited to vaginal dryness or discomfort
with intercourse.
• The option of MHT is an individual decision in terms of quality of life and health priorities as well as personal risk factors
such as age, time since menopause and the risk of venous
thromboembolism, stroke, ischemic heart disease and breast
cancer. (The patient always has the final say. Risk analysis is
critical.)
• The risk of venous thromboembolism and ischemic stroke
increases with oral MHT. (Not all HRT.) Observational studies

Greensboro Therapeutic Center
of
Healing Arts

point to a lower risk with transdermal therapy.
• The risk of breast cancer in women over 50 years associated
with MHT is a complex issue. The increased risk of breast
cancer is primarily associated with the addition of a progestogen to estrogen therapy and related to the duration of use. The
risk of breast cancer attributable to MHT is small and the risk
decreases after treatment is stopped. (Increased risk with estrogen AND progestogens/MPA/drugs. This has not been demonstrated with natural progesterone.)
• The dose and duration of MHT should be individualized.
• In women with premature ovarian insufficiency, systemic
MHT is recommended at least until the average age of the
natural menopause.
• The use of custom-compounded bio-identical hormone
therapy is not recommended.
• Estrogen as a single systemic agent is appropriate in women
after hysterectomy but additional progestogen is required in
the presence of a uterus.
Most integrative doctors would agree with all but the last
two recommendations.
What is the best available treatment? It will vary with the specific patient, as it should. This is individualized treatment. Integrative physicians who prescribe bio-identical hormones usually use custom-compounded bio-identical hormone therapy
individualized to the patient. Conventional physicians and societies disagree and are more comfortable with pharmaceuticals.
Integrative doctors use a combination topical or vaginal cream
utilizing 80% estriol and 20% E2, (Biest 80/20). This is combined
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with progesterone in most women and
sometimes testosterone.
Estriol is a very weak estrogen, approximately 70 times weaker than E2. It
functions like a selective estrogen receptor
modulator (SERM) like Evista or flax seeds.
This combination is very similar to the
natural level of hormones that women
have in their own bodies for most of their
lives.
Many physicians who prescribe Biest
find that their patients have a lower incidence of cardiovascular disease, osteoporosis, Alzheimer’s and breast cancer or
uterine cancer especially when combined
appropriately with natural progesterone.
If a woman’s only complaint is facial
wrinkles, vaginal dryness or pain with sex,
estriol by itself works well.
What is the best way to take bio-identical
estrogen? The best way is going to be
topically, since swallowing estrogen in any
form is going to turn on one’s liver and
increase the production of clotting factors.
If women opt for oral estrogens, the risk is
still going to be much lower than it is for
someone taking birth control pills since
they contain “chemicalized” estrogens that
are 200 fold stronger than bio-identical
estrogens.

But if one wants the lowest risk of
cardiovascular complications, she should
take the estrogen topically. It can be applied to the neck, inner arms, inner thighs,
the genitalia or may be used vaginally. It
should not be applied anywhere around
the breasts. To achieve uniform levels,
topical estrogen is best used twice a day.
Occasionally, women can use it once a
day. It is possible to get Biest or E2 in the
form of sublingual drops and troches;
however, there is still potential for this
being swallowed, so from a purist perspective, applying the estrogen topically is the
best. Sometimes, women find that topical
estrogen loses its effectiveness over time
and Dr. Jonathan Wright, the father of bioidentical hormones in this country, found
that these women need to use it vaginally,
as the vagina never gets tolerant to application of estrogen. It will continue to allow
the women to absorb the estrogen without
interference for a lifetime.
Pharmaceutical bio-identical estrogen
products, like estradiol patches, are convenient. The primary drawback to these
from an integrative perspective is that the
woman is not getting the benefit of estriol.
Also some women need ½ or ¼ a patch
and this is awkward.
Women should recheck estrogen lev-

els after being on estrogen replacement
therapy after two months. This does not
mean you have to wait two months to feel
better. If a woman is severely low on estrogen and needs estrogen, she will notice
a difference in how she feels mentally
within a couple of hours of putting on the
estrogen. This does not mean all of her hot
flashes will be gone. It may take several
weeks for the hot flashes to go away and
sometimes, hot flashes can actually even
get worse transiently. Women can also
experience some breast tenderness transiently as their clearly deficient levels of
estrogen are slowly increased as they stay
on the topical estrogen. This is a bit of a
nuisance, but it is not dangerous and it
should not last more than two to three
months.
I have had a hysterectomy, I do not need
progesterone. Conventional doctors agree.
Many women are told by their OB/GYNs
or their primary care doctors that if they
have had a hysterectomy, they do not need
to worry about taking a progestin or progesterone. Integrative physicians disagree.
It is true that they do not need progesterone
or a progestin to protect themselves from
uterine cancer, which happens more commonly when a woman takes estrogen
without a progestin and has a uterus.
However, almost every single one of
a woman’s trillion-plus cells in her body
has progesterone receptors. All of these
cells depend on a dance that occurs between estrogen and progesterone, so most
integrative physicians recommend that
women with or without a hysterectomy
take natural progesterone. This is combined with an estrogen cream or can be
taken separately as a pill once or twice a
day.
What tests are available to determine
whether a woman is menopausal and to
monitor therapy? It is important to check
E2 and FSH levels prior to initiating estrogen therapy. Menopause is defined by a
low level of E2 (under 20-40 pg/mL) along
with an elevated FSH (over 28-35).
24-hour urine testing of sex hormones
and cortisol has been available for some
time, but this is awkward. Streamlined
testing is available through Precision Analytical Labs. Only four urines are sampled
throughout the day. These are collected on
filter paper which is allowed to dry completely and mailed to the company. These
test not only levels of E2, E1, and estriol
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• Feel your breasts. If they are tender,
painful and full, you are on too much
estrogen. If, on the other hand, your
breasts are losing their fullness or seem
to be dropping, you may need more
estrogen.
• Check your rings. If your rings do not
slip off and on easily, you may have too
much fluid retention due to estrogen.
• How well are you sleeping? If you
wake up drenched in the morning, you
have too little estrogen on board and you
need more. If you have difficulty falling
asleep or experience restless nights, you
might not have enough estrogen. Even if
you have a few hot flashes overnight, you
need more estrogen.
• Lastly, check your mind and mood. For
many women mental clarity and mood
are extremely accurate measurements of
estrogen replacement. Not enough estrogen means that your mind is a little

Can I ever stop it? Whenever you want to.
If the benefits you experience do not justify taking the treatment, then work with
you doctor and taper off of the hormones.
When you discontinue the hormones
gradually, over several weeks, the body
has a chance to adjust. Bodies, especially
brains, do not like to stop anything abruptly.

Ne

What are the symptoms if one overdoses
on estrogen? Breast enlargement and
tenderness, fluid retention and irritability
are the hallmarks of estrogen excess. Dr.
Uzzi Reiss, an OB/GYN in Los Angeles
who wrote the book “Natural Hormone
Balance for Women”, describes his estrogen “quick check”:

foggy in the morning, you may feel a
little bit down or confused, and not in
good control of your mood. If you have
too much estrogen, you might feel uptight, irritated and bossy, but your mind
will be clear and your energy level will
be good.

CH

(E3), but also the breakdown products. This
can tell a woman if she is actively increasing her risk of breast cancer. There are
certain breakdown products, specifically
4-hydroxyestrone that is highly carcinogenic. If a woman produces this or does
not fully metabolize other estrogen breakdown products, then this will increase her
risk of breast cancer.
The good news is that once one recognizes that this is occurring, one can take
action to stop it. Supplements including
di-indole methane (DIM), sulforaphane,
resveratrol, and other methylating cofactors reduce this risk substantially. Whether
a woman has a family history or does not,
this is a very useful test to guide therapy.
It is not a good test for menopausal women to get unless they are on HRT, since the
estrogen levels are too low to show break
down products. But once started on therapy, they can be very reassuring or give
one a course of action. Some physicians
and pharmacists recommend getting salivary tests and these are very convenient;
however, they are very difficult to interpret
once a woman is on hormones. Either
blood work or urine samples do a better
job of this.

Compassionate, Individualized Care
for your whole family
Back Pain
Headaches
Digestive discomforts
Menstrual Problems and Fertility
Pregnancy Discomforts
Smoking Cessation
Weight Loss
Depression / Anxiety / Insomnia
ADHD and other pediatric concerns
Private session and
Low Cost Community Clinic available

Stillpoint Acupuncture
1901 Lendew St., Ste 11
Greensboro NC 27408
336.510.2029
stillpointacupuncture.com
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NEWS Briefs
‘Bones For Life®’ Classes: Beginning Jan. 15

A

re you facing osteoporosis or osteopenia? Learn Better Body
Mechanics and easy lessons to Help Strengthen and Restore
Bone Mass Naturally.
Bones For Life is a movement program based on the work
of Dr. Moshe Feldenkrais designed to address the deterioration
of bone tissue through gentle, safe movement exploration. The
lessons facilitate correction of dysfunctional patterns of movement which contribute to loss of bone mass, while stimulating
processes that build bone. Rather than using force to encourage
growth in some bones, this program shows the body how to
realign it-self for maximum benefit to all bones in everyday activities. Our practice includes a variety of movement tasks using
mindful exploration, pressure, rhythm and vibration that stimulate
the nervous system and bone tissue. Many participants are also
interested in easing tension, enhancing coordination and general comfort. For some, the process of getting down and up from
the floor efficiently is especially helpful. Additional benefits include restoring your most natural uprightness and springy walk,
increased circulation and an opportunity to develop a better
connection to yourself. All ages welcome.
‘Bones For Life’ is a seven week course - January 15 until
February 26. The classes are Thursdays, 11:30am-1pm at PurEnergy Fitness Center, 1905 Ashwood Ct., Greensboro. Your
teacher is Betsy Oldenburg, bodywork therapist for 30 years,
NCLMBT#330, and a certified teacher of Bones for Life®. The
cost is $80 for the series.
To register contact Betsy at betsyotrager@earthlink.net, 336)2883145. To learn more about ‘Bones For Life’, go to www.integrativelearning.org/bones-for-life.htm. See ad page 20.

Carolina Polarity Institute of Energetic Studies
Classes

A

re you ready for a new career in the healing arts? Want to
expand your current practice? Need a program that is easily
and quickly completed? The Associate Polarity Practitioner (APP)
program is an excellent beginning and can be the start of earning
the highest level of accreditation available, the NCCA Board
Certified Polarity Practitioner (BCPP).
Polarity Therapy is an integrated, holistic health system that
includes energetic bodywork, nutrition, yoga and listening based
on the energy principles developed in the 1950’s by Dr. Randolph
Stone. A combination of Ayurvedic and Chinese acupressure,
Polarity Therapy intends to balance the body’s energy thus relieving pain and stress. The practitioner assesses the client prior to
the session and can give suggestions to assist in maintaining this
balance.
Carolina Polarity is a 135 hour training program approved
by the American Polarity Therapy Association (APTA), which
recently celebrated 30 years of setting standards, ethics and codes
of conduct for our industry. Carolina Polarity opened in 1998,
has graduated numerous practitioners and many of its graduates
enjoy a successful polarity practice. Introductory class will be
December 6th from 10:00AM to 5:00PM. There are 6 levels of
the APP program with level 1 class beginning Friday, January 16
(evening), all day Saturday 1-17 and all day Sunday 1-18. There
will be a maximum of 6 students per class so that learning can
be personal and individualized.
Call 336-202-0227 or visit www.carolinapolarity.com for more
information. Your future is calling! See ad on page 9.

Meditation Workshop - Sunday, December 14

I

n this workshop, we will explore fundamental practices of Chinese meditation for health, energy, and spiritual enlightenment.
Meditation reduces stress and extends the lifespan. It also leads one to discover the true path, or “Way,” as studied in Taoist
philosophy. Meditation allows us to cultivate sensitivity to others, as well as to the subtle energies existing all around us. By growing quiet, we hear more. By shutting the eyes, we see more. By relaxing the mind and closing off thoughts, we know more. Attention will be placed on opening the Microcosmic Orbit, a path of energy circulation that removes blockages and improves health!
[Open to all levels of experience. Bring your own zafu, or enjoy the cushions provided.]
The workshop will be held 10am-12:30pm on Sunday, December 14 at Triad Yoga Institute, 3940 W. Market St. in Greensboro.
Your instructor, Eric Reiss, has forty years experience in T'ai Chi Ch'uan and Qigong. He is Chief Instructor of Silk Tiger School of
T'ai Chi Ch'uan, and is certified by the National T'ai Chi Ch'uan Association, Los Angeles, CA. The fee is 35.00. Call to reserve
your spot: 336-449-3284. Be sure to visit: www.silktigertaichi.info
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Free Talk Dec. 18 - Estrogen Therapy: The
Safe and Integrative Approach to HRT

Physical Therapist Position
available at

I

n 2002 the Women’s Health Initiative proclaimed that hormone
replacement therapy (HRT) was dangerous for women. It’s
important to note that this study was limited to two drugs and
did not consider the definitive benefits along with potential risks
of bioidentical HRT. For more than 40 years, physicians in the
U.S. have prescribed bioidentical estrogens, natural progesterone
and testosterone. These physicians have seen women who lived
fuller, better lives with strong bones, reduced chances of getting
Alzheimer’s disease, reduced risk of breast cancer, and reduced
risk of heart attacks.
Read about Bioidentical HRT and the role of estrogen in
promoting physical and emotional well-being in aging women
in this month’s issue (page 8) of Natural Triad in the article: Confused Over Estrogen?
On Thursday, December 18, join Elizabeth Vaughan, M.D.
to learn more about the benefits and potential risks of bioidentical hormone replacement therapy and how to talk to your physician about initiating therapy. In addition to her allopathic medical training, Dr. Vaughan has additional intensive training in
functional medicine and toxicology making her one of the Triad’s
leading specialists in Functional and Integrative Medicine.
The talk begins at 6 p.m. in the lobby of Vaughan Integrative
Medicine, located at 1301-A West Wendover Ave., at the intersection of Wendover Ave. and Grecade St. in Greensboro. The talk
is free and open to the public. Call 336.808.3627 x. 15 or email
taron@vaughanintegrative.com for reservations; seating is limited.
See ads on pages 2, 10, 51.

Integrative Therapies is a holistic treatment center
that offers physical therapy, acupuncture,
biofeedback and other interventions
to treat musculoskeletal and
pain related conditions.
We are looking for a licensed physical therapist
who enjoys a team approach to patient care.
A part-time position is currently available;
however, the position may grow into full-time.
A Must:
• Manual therapy skills
• Open to working with
chronic pain patients

200 Hour Samdhaana Yoga Teacher Training
– Vinyasa Flow & Alignment-Based

O

ur mission is to bring forth mindful guides who share yoga
in its whole form, as a means of healing and maintaining
the health of mind, body and spirit, and the cultivation of the
soul.
Samdhaana Yoga Teacher Training is an integrative study of
yoga philosophy, anatomy and anatomical movement, sequencing of the Asana practice, and the dynamics of teaching. Samdhaana trainees gain the knowledge of creative sequencing and
rotational movement on the mat. It can be taught in multiple
formats, beginner, alignment-based, or vinyasa.
The beauty of Samdhaana is that it restricts nothing, nor
defines for the teacher what poses to take or teach. Rather, it lays
out principles that govern movement anatomically and energetically, providing its teachers with the knowledge needed to
use their own creativity and authenticity to build classes. Samdhaana embraces the unique gifts of each individual and fosters
the sharing of these gifts with each individual teacher's classes.
Details: Samdhaana Yoga Teacher Training with Melody
White, founder of Samdhaana Yoga, is held at Sacred Space, 229
Market Street, Mt. Airy. Training is held one weekend per month,
January through August, 2015. Cost $2,500 ($2,300 if paid in
full by 12/10/14). For more info, visit www.sacredspacenc.com.
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A Plus:
• Interest in Women’s Health and Pelvic Floor
Rehabilitation
• Experience with dry-needling
For more information, please contact
Lori at (336) 294-0910
or (336) 218-0294 (fax)

Resumes may be sent to:

7-E Oak Branch Drive
Greensboro, NC 27407
or
office@IntegrativeTherapies.net
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First of a
series...

ADD/ADHD

P

Introduction

rior to co-authoring a
book, The Diseasing of
America’s Children – Exposing the ADHD Fiasco (and)
Empowering Parents to Take
Back Control with psychologist
and best-selling parenting author John Rosemond (Thomas
Nelson 2008), local physician
Bose Ravenel evaluated and managed
children with ADD/ADHD according to
the standard AAP recommended process
of evaluation and treatment with stimulant
medications.
After becoming convinced that the
benefits of this predominantly drug based
approach were overstated, while the rec-

ognized and potential adverse
effects were either understated
or unknown, Dr. Ravenel began
offering a holistic, non-drug
process of evaluation and management. He states, "Increasing
numbers of parents are seeking
either to avoid putting their
child on medications, or getting
them off drugs, either for concerns about long-term effects or
bothersome side effects. Although not always successful, as is true for the conventional medication centered approach, the
response of children and their parents’
satisfaction has been most gratifying.
"Most parents, and for that matter,
most pediatricians and allied health professionals, don’t particularly like relying

Greensboro (Friendly Ctr)

Between Harris Teeter & Red Mango
3354 W. Friendly Ave. #144

(336) 292-2888
and

Winston-Salem

Next to Jason’s Deli
1011 Hanes Mall Blvd.

(336) 837-6650

thejoint.com :: facebook.com/thejointchiro :: Franchises Available
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Q&A

on these medications for behavioral control, but they are unaware of effective alternatives. Parents whose child is enabled
to avoid taking, or withdraw from, medications often ask me “Why did my doctor
not tell me about these things?” I respond
that they simply are not aware of these
alternative approaches, just as I was not
for the first 25 years of pediatric practice.
Virtually every article published in mainstream pediatric journals and every continuing medical education talk to which
practitioners are exposed is produced or
funded directly or indirectly by pharmaceutical companies. Equally important,
natural therapies such as dietary and nutritional approaches, vitamin administration, etc are not patentable and therefore
not subjected to the kinds of clinical trials
conducted on drugs by pharmaceutical
companies. These cost in the range of tens
to hundreds of millions of dollars. Despite
the absence of the classical kind of “double-blind, placebo controlled” trials for
these natural therapies that most practitioners rely upon, there is compelling evidence, both theoretical and clinical, for
many of them. This series of articles will
explore this paradigm of ADD as a behavioral phenomenon arising from a number
of different causes many of which are
correctible and often amenable to various
non-drug interventions."
Q: How did you move from managing
ADD in the conventional manner with
drugs to a non-drug approach?
As a practicing pediatrician for some
25 years, with an additional 11 years in
the pediatric academic world, I viewed
and managed what we call ADD or ADHD

like most pediatricians. A checklist of
symptoms was used, and if the required
number of symptoms of inattentive and/or
inattentive behavior were checked off, the
“diagnosis” was made. Then a prescription
was offered and in most cases the parent(s)
were satisfied to begin their child on one
of a number of stimulant medications.
In about 75% of cases a satisfactory
improvement in the defining behavioral
symptoms occurred, and the child would
end up continuing to take said medications
for periods of time ranging from a few
months to years – sometimes quite a number of years. Typically, the response that
occurred would wane after a time and a
change to another medication – or a combination of two or more medications would bring temporary improvement
again. On many occasions various side
effects would occur, sometimes leading
the frustrated parents to choose to stop
giving the medication.
After taking this approach over the
years prior to 2008, following the established guidelines according to the American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) recommendations, it occurred to me that this
supposedly “80% genetic” disorder that
was alleged to be caused by a biochemical
imbalance of the neurotransmitters that
could be “corrected” with a daily dose of
a stimulant medication could not be a
valid explanation. The steadily increasing
incidence of this disorder from my own
childhood to around 2008, increasing
from perhaps one child in a large classroom of 30 or so children to one in every
three to five children in various reports
simply could not be a primarily genetic
cause. Genes do not change that rapidly.
Furthermore, if the theory that imbalanced
neurotransmitters were valid, this could
not change so drastically over this number
of years. Justification for the use of stimulant medications rests upon the theory that
since these drugs act on the brain by effectively increasing levels of the target
neurotransmitters, and some 75% of children will improve their problematic behaviors on treatment, this equates to the
extent of the “evidence” that the neurotransmitter theory is valid. Other than
this theoretical consideration, no research
has yet been presented supporting the
validity of the idea, even after decades and
immense sums of money spent by pharmaceutical companies promoting the drug
based approach. This bedrock of the
medical approach to ADD is shattered by

the fact that normal individuals respond
in the same way to stimulant drugs as do
those with the disorder, albeit the change
from their baseline is not as dramatic since
the behaviors that define ADD are much
milder and not considered to be problematic in the first place. By a simple logical
deduction, this means that ADD cannot
be generally “caused by” altered brain
levels of neurotransmitters because if this
were so, then one would have the following paradox:
1. Three fourths (or thereabouts) of ADD
individuals treated with stimulant drugs
improve, as do normal volunteers in
published studies improve their concentration level. Further evidence of this
phenomenon is the widespread and
growing use of stimulant medications
purchased by normal students from those
with prescriptions for ADD in high
school and college purely for their favorable effect on ability to concentrate and
study. A term has crept into the culture
referring to this kind of drug use as being
“study-buddies.”
2. Since the theory says that improvement equates to proof of an abnormal
brain neurotransmitter level, then ADD
subjects who improve with treatment
and normal individuals must have disordered brains. A logical inference could
be that the 25% or so of ADD individuals who do NOT improve on stimulants
are the only ones who have normal
brains!
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So beginning around 2008 with publication of the book, I began to offer a
non-drug approach to the increasing
number of parents who are looking for an
alternative to starting medications or a way
to enable their child to stop needing to
take these drugs. A variety of contributing
causes were identified and a number of
interventions that did not include prescriptions led to a substantial number of successes – some rapid and dramatic, some
taking longer – but all free of risk, and all
responding to parental request. The evaluation and intervention successfully used
included many of the very things that are
claimed “not to cause ADD” by the ADD
mainstream sources – child-rearing patterns (“parenting”), nutrition and diet,
eliminating or sharply reducing exposure
to electronic media, and educational
modifications. In the past few years with
increasing experience working with children and their parents with this approach
and learning a vast amount of information
about functional, healing approaches to
chronic behavioral, emotional, and learning problems, it has become obvious that
many of these ideas can be applied to
clinical entities beyond ADD such as oppositional defiant disorder, bipolar disorder of childhood, depression, anxiety, and
dyslexia.
We will address some of the most
frequently asked questions now in order
to illustrate the basic concepts of evaluation and management for a healing, nonpharmacological approach to these problems.
>>>
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Q: What is ADD or ADHD?
The so-called “diagnostic” criteria for
ADD or ADHD are comprised of nine
behavioral symptoms falling within a general category of Inattentive behaviors and
nine others under the category of Hyperactivity or Impulsive behaviors. The itemized list will not be included here in the
interest of space, and because one can
easily bring them up with a simple internet
search. A series of diagnostic criteria have
been issued over the years, each stipulating the number required from each category of behaviors included in that particular iteration. The most widely used such
system is the DSM-IV (Diagnostic Statistical Manual), published in 1994. The current one is DSM-V, published in 2013, but
even some mainstream psychiatric organizations have written that its usefulness
is limited, and many professionals consider it of little value.
In the case of ADD or ADHD, the
“criteria” are nothing more than the itemized list of defining behaviors, none of
which is unique to ADD or ADHD, and
each of which is generally considered to
be a normal behavior in children when
observed to be of typical intensity or
prominence – such as “fails to pay attention.” Furthermore, the requisite number
of these defining behaviors in each of the
two categories is arbitrarily defined, coming from a consensus among the professionals designated at being experts in the
field and varies in number from year or
DMS iteration (i.e. I, II, III, IIIa, IV, and V).
This number, for example has been by

They see and feel
into our souls.

convention been six among the nine behaviors in each of the two categories (or
in just one of them). The basis upon which
the number is established is completely
subjective, with no scientific basis, and
varying from DSM to DSM version. There
is yet another ambiguity in this diagnostic
system in the sense that the distinction
between whether or not a particular behavior qualifies in its intensity is completely subjective – in other words there
is no objective means to separate “normal”
from “fulfilling criteria.” Most of the behaviors, for example are scored from 1 to
4, with a 1 or 2 considered normal and a
3 or 4 abnormal. The “cut-off” between a
sore of 2 and 3 would rest in the difference
between “some” and “often” with no objective measure provided.
Suffice it to say, then, that ADD or
ADHD is simply the presence of the particular behaviors stipulated in the current
DSM version. Interestingly, when a parent
asks a health care professional why their
child is so impulsive, or so inattentive, etc,
the answer is often, “because he(she) has
ADD or ADHD.” This represents circular
reasoning of course, since this is really
saying that the child in question acts this
way because he acts this way. Not to belabor the point, but the oft-heard admonition that a child brought in for an evaluation should have a “careful diagnostic
evaluation” conveys an imprimatur of
objectivity that belies reality.
Q: Is it genetic?
This question is more complex than it

might appear. The standard response based
upon the prevailing published literature is
that ADD or ADHD is roughly 80% inherited, and that it “runs in families.” It is
important to know that no single gene or
combination of genes has been identified
for ADD or ADHD, although genetic variants, known as single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs or “snips”) have been identified that are more frequent among ADD/
ADHD subjects than among normal, and
that are known to be implicated in the
production of neurotransmitters.
Most importantly, these SNPs function
in a manner where various metabolic functions are either suppressed or overactive,
and in many cases their function can be
altered, or relatively “normalized” by dietary and nutritional factors – particular
foods and forms of vitamins and minerals,
for example.
This area is one of great complexity,
but is becoming recognized as “cutting
edge” in the movement toward personalized, individualized preventive health
care. Best evidence suggests that health
outcomes are about 20 to 30% determined
by genes, with the remaining 70 to 80%
by the environment – including a prominent role for diet and nutrition. The latter
has come to be known as “nutrigenomics”
for the influence of nutrients on the expression of genes. The field of the interaction
of genes with environment is called “epigenetics” – from the root work genetics
and “epi” meaning about or above.
As for the popular idea that something
that “runs in families” necessarily equates

Horses HeAl

Through their gentle might,
we discover our power.

And sometimes,
our purpose.

Come.
The horses
are waiting.

Lessons.
Meditation.
Healing.

Cash Lovell Stables 3 mi. from Hanes Mall in Winston-Salem
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to a genetic basis is easily dismissed by
thinking how such cultural habits as “being
Democratic or Republican” or multiple
members of a family being farmers, fishermen, or race car drivers obviously do not
reside in one’s genes. Lest anyone still cling
to the idea that ADD/ADHD is largely
genetic, the almost exponential increase
in frequency of the behavioral syndrome
over my own lifetime as a pediatrician
cannot be “genetic” since genes do not
change in a population that rapidly.
Q: What causes it?
This, of course, is the $64,000 question! Many books have been written proposing to answer or at least to provide
supposed answers or theories, but there is
no verified, coherent explanation. For the
prevailing medical view of the nature or
cause of ADD or ADHD, the reader is
again referred to standard sources. For
those who prefer reasonable theories outside of the standard view of ADD being an
“80% genetically transmitted” neuro-biological or neurological entity involving
imbalances in neurotransmitters, there are
numerous books presenting the alternative
perspective, including the aforementioned
one co-authored by psychologist John
Rosemond and myself.
If I had to attempt the impossible – to
answer this question in a few sentences
(or paragraphs or even a whole book!) – I
would say the following:
ADD (or ADHD) is a pattern of behaviors increasingly common among children,
but also present in many adults. No underlying single or combination of causes
has been established, although a number
of contributing factors have been implicated, including the following:

gluten is a causal factor for many children, as are food allergies such as
casein (milk) and others.
> Child-rearing practices that have
shifted from a traditional parenting
style known as Authoritative parenting
combining powerful love with powerful discipline to a child-centered one
placing protecting or building the
child’s self-esteem as a primary objective. Although controversial, there is
abundant evidence supporting this –
for a detailed explanation see The
Diseasing of America’s Children. I have
personal experience with children’s
gamut of ADHD behaviors resolving
upon the parent’s shifting from the
child-centered style to Authoritative
parenting.
• Younger age of introduction to formal
education, with compelling data showing that younger age results in higher
rates of diagnosis. Kindergarten today is
essentially first grade for those in my
generation. A study in Tidewater, Virginia showed that among some 750
children who were one year younger
than their peers upon starting school, the
rate of diagnosis and treatment for ADD
or ADHD was 80%!
• Mismatch between the child’s preferred learning style and methods of instruction or between the child’s personality and the teacher’s style of child behavior management. I have worked with

• Genetic variants in single nucleotide
polymorphisms, known as SNPs or
“snips” among functional medicine or
integrative medicine practitioners
• Environmental factors
> Toxins of a variety of sorts including
pesticides and heavy metals
> Dietary and nutritional factors, especially processed carbohydrate intake,
artificial food colorings and dyes, a
predominance of pro-inflammatory
omega-6 fatty acids compared to
omega-3, zinc deficiency, vitamin B12
deficiency, and others. Reactivity to
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a child whose ADHD, fulfilling all the
“criteria” for “diagnosis” and whose
teacher and principal were putting pressure on the parents to have the child
“medicated” completely vanished upon
changing to another school.
• Metabolic disorders including a condition called pyroluria, in which metabolites of the protein used to form hemoglobin are excreted in the urine and
cause secondary deficiencies in minerals
such as zinc and vitamins such as pyridoxine.
Suffice it to say, the simplistic notion
that (all) ADD/ADHD is caused by a
largely genetic (meaning a gene or combination of genes “for” ADD) neurobiological neurotransmitter imbalance corrected by stimulant medication is completely at odds with common-sense, experience among many parents and professionals, and with science itself!
In the next article in this series we will
describe options for management, advantages and disadvantages of pharmacological (medication) treatment, and alternatives to drugs. Stay tuned!
Bose Ravenel, MD offers an integrative and
functional approach to ADD/ADHD and
other chronic health problems. He is in
practice at Robinhood Integrative Health,
3288 Robinhood Rd., Winston-Salem. For
an appointment, call 336-768-3335 or
visit www.robinhoodintegrativehealth.com
for more information. See ad below.

Bose Ravenel, MD
Dr. Bose Ravenel is a pediatrician
with a total of 31 years’ experience
in private pediatric practice and 11
years in academic pediatrics. He offers an integrative and functional
medicine approach to ADD/ADHD
and other chronic health problems.
Well known and highly respected
in clinical and academic circles, we
are honored to have him join our
practice.

Bose Ravenel, MD

336.768.3335

www.RobinhoodIntegrativeHealth.com
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EAR

holds us back. There's a
reason it's a 4-letter word.

Whether it's fear of uncertainty, a financial risk, having a very difficult
conversation, etc., the only way
to breakthrough FEAR is to CONFRONT IT. There is no other way.
FEAR will hold you back and limit
your future unless you choose to
finally face it. By confronting it, you
show strength. And, I promise you,
confronting whatever fear you have
right now will NOT be as difficult as
you assume.
It's time you had that difficult conversation, pushed yourself outside your
own comfort zone, and/or took some risk
and planted a seed to do something NEW.
Your future success depends on what you
do right now -- not tomorrow, not someday. The longer you wait, the l-o-n-g-e-r
you wait ... absolutely nothing will change
in your life until you do.
I am writing this FOR you. There is a
reason you keep reading this. You know
what you need to TAKE ACTION on.
I am not someone who likes to wait
around for circumstances to change. I
prefer to create the circumstances I desire
- which, by the way, I have faith that those
desires were placed in my heart and soul
for a reason. The God I believe in wants
me to achieve greatness and has destined
increase in my life -- but I know HE won't
do it for me. It's up to ME. It's up to the
actions I take and who I surround myself
by. I blame no one for what I don't have.
I am blessed for what I DO have and the
visions of what is yet to come.
If you're waiting on FEAR to go away,
it won't. FEAR will continually hold you
back until you're forced to either 'SETTLE'
and mentally accept it, or you simply
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confront it.
When I speak at conferences, here's
a perfect example that I share:
Think of skydiving ... in my presentations, I ask anyone who has ever skydived
to stand up. I then ask them to reflect on
the most dominant FEELING they remember having while going up in the plane for
the very first time. You see, jumping OUT
OF A PLANE is areal-life metaphor of feeling the fear and doing it anyway!
99% of respondents express to me and
the audience that they were SCARED,

Then you need Bones for Life®, a 7-week program to help you
Strengthen and Restore Bone Mass Naturally
Your teacher: Betsy Oldenburg – a Trager® Practitioner
and bodywork therapist for 27 years (NCLMBT#330),
and a student of The Feldenkrais Method

Next class starts January 15 in Greensboro.
336.288.3145, or email betsyotrager@earthlink.net
For more info: www.integrativelearningcenter.org/bones-for-life.htm
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Tip: If you do skydive, do it at a
certified location and do NOT tell your
mother beforehand. Tell her after :)
Feel the FEAR and do it anyway!
You'll be glad you did. Nothing will
change in your life until you make
one. Create the circumstances you
want. Your future is waiting for you
to TAKE ACTION like never before.
Do something different TODAY.
Plant a new SEED. Have that
CONVERSATION.
Here's to Your FUTURE Success!

Are You Facing Osteopenia or Osteoporosis?
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NERVOUS, NUMB, etc. However, they
were jumping out of that plane regardless
of how scared they were - they were
strapped to someone tandem!
Here's the point though -- I ask them
once they jumped, or were pushed, out of
that plane and landed to the ground, what
thought they had. What do you think my
audience participants say?
"I wanted to do it AGAIN!" is the only
response I've ever gotten. They faced their
FEAR and realized it wasn't as terrifying
as they 'assumed.' As a result, they wanted to do it again! They literally jumped out
of their comfort zone!

Dr. Kevin Snyder is a motivational speaker
and author with a passion for helping individuals take action to lead successful
and fulfilling lives. Reach him at www.
KevinCSnyder.com where you can download free motivational resources, read his
blog, hear sample soundtracks from his
new instrumental music CD, and download complementary Ebooks. Connect
with him on social media (KevinCSnyder)
or text him your thoughts on this article at
#919-633-9931!

A
Dazzling
Smile!

Teresa, our RDH
and certified
Santa helper!

The Gift
That
Keeps On
Giving!

Family & Cosmetic Dentistry

Sharon Reid, DDS, PA • Justin L. Roberts, DDS
General Dentist • Member: American Dental Association (ADA)
American Academy of Cosmetic Dentisty (AACD)
Accredited Member: International Academy of
Oral Medicine and Toxicology (IAOMT)

100 Stadium Oaks Drive, Suite A
Clemmons, NC 27012
Appointments: 336.778.2477
www.SmilesBySharon.com
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“Surprise is the greatest gift
which life can grant us.”
~ Boris Pasternak

pri
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S

“Sometimes you surprise
yourself with what you can
handle, and if you come out the
other end with some wisdom,
then it's not such a bad thing.”
~ Boy George

se!

“I'm a great believer in the
beauty and the power of
surprise.”
~ Mark Gatiss

Give Yourself the Gift of

Surprise !

O

ne of the greatest gifts you can
give yourself this December is the
gift of surprise. Now I know, usually, other people are needed to surprise
you – if you threw yourself a surprise
party it wouldn’t be much of a surprise.
However there is a way you can create
your own surprises by not doing, being,
and acting the same old way. Surprise is
all about something new happening.

Imagine your life without
the burden of your past
or the anxiety about
your future...
I can help.

Donna Burick
RMT, CBP, Par BP, BCC

Board Certified Holistic Life Coach
Energy Therapist
Advanced BodyTalk Practitioner
CALL TODAY for your
FREE 15 minute consultation

336-540-0088

donna@donnaburick.com
www.donnaburick.com
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December is one month that is very
encoded with our past. It’s a month where
we get together with extended family to
do traditions and rituals that we’ve done
for years and years. We tend to have a
holiday rut. How many times have you
been asked about your holiday plans and
you began your answer with, “We always…” and then you fill in the blank – we
go home, have a big party, or take a Christmas trip, etc.
By giving yourself the gift of surprise
you can break out of your holiday rut
without doing anything different. That’s
because your environment doesn’t need
to change in order to raise your happiness
level.
Below is a three-step process to create
surprise in your life. Then, I'll demonstrate
the steps with an example of a hypothetical sister. However, for you to get the most
out of this information it would be helpful
for you to read it through once with the
example to see the steps and then go back
and re-read it, putting yourself in place of
the narrator and someone specific to your
life in place of my example. That way you
can play it out in your mind’s eye to see
how it could work for you.
Step One: Hear Your Inner Voice
First of all, notice I said hear your inner voice instead of listen to your inner
voice. The distinction is a small but significant one. You know how to listen to
your inner voice; you do it all day, every
day. But do you actually hear it for what it
is? We often think of that voice as us. It
even “sounds” just like us! But it’s not
us—it’s our narrative, made up of judg-

ments and criticisms. It’s always assessing
every situation, looking for right/wrong or
looking good/avoiding looking bad.
When I ask you to hear your inner
voice I’m asking you to detach yourself
from it enough to be able to look at it as
if it were a separate thing. Like you are
witnessing it rather than being it. Creating
this small gap between you and your inner
voice opens up room for something new
to happen.
Try this exercise right now. Sit for a
minute and hear your voice. For some of
you it will be easy to distinguish this voice,
for others not so much. For those of you
in the latter category know that your voice
is the one saying, “What voice. I don’t have
an inner voice. This is hogwash!” When
you actually hear that, you know you’ve
found it. Now that you’ve isolated it you
can loosen its grip on your life.
Step Two: Look Behind the Curtain
This step can only be taken after
you’ve isolated your inner voice because
you need that space for this to happen.
This is where you see situations differently. Do you remember in the Wizard of
OZ how everyone had one reaction to the
Great and Powerful OZ when they saw his
giant, glowing face but when they peeked
behind the curtain they had a different
reaction when they saw that he was just a
normal man with disappointments and
worries?
This exercise is just like that. There are
situations where you have reactions based
on what plays out in front of you and I’m
going to take you behind the curtain and
surprise you.

Step Three: Act As If
This third step is where you act out the
element of surprise. Once you’ve isolated
your inner voice, and been able to peek
behind the curtain, you are now in a position to act in a surprising manner.
To begin this process, choose a role
model. Pick someone who has the qualities you’d like to emulate. Maybe it’s the
poise of Princess Diana or Jackie O, the
compassion of Mother Teresa or the Dalai
Lama, the humor of Erma Bombeck, Steve
Martin or Dr. Seuss, or the wisdom of
Oprah or Maya Angelou. Pick someone
who has very big energy and is a strong
icon. Also pick someone who’s positive.
For example, Erma Bombeck saw the humor in everyday situations while Joan
Rivers has a sense of humor based on
poking fun at others. It’s very important
you pick an affirming role model for this
exercise to work correctly.
Next, act as if you were that person.
The purpose is for you to take on the personality of your icon and act with their
energy. By doing something different in
the same old situation you will create a
new, surprising outcome.
Bonus: Practice Exercise
So here is how it works. Suppose every
year you spend the holidays with your
sister. And she’s fine for the first day or so
but after that it turns into a series of snippy
comments, and sarcastic digs where she
claims she’s just kidding when pressed.
Plus, she’s always trying to one up you in
front of your parents, interrupting and
wedging herself in every conversation so
she’s the center of attention.
First of all, notice what your inner
voice is screaming at you. Hear it but don’t
listen to it. Put some space in between so
you can witness that it’s telling you that
she’s doing it again, and that she’s so annoying, and that it’s not fair that she gobbles up everyone’s attention. That’s the
narrative that typically drives your next
action, but now you are going to surprise
yourself and everyone else by creating a
new outcome.
Next, peek behind the curtain. Now
that you’re not filled with the upset and
adrenaline resulting from your inner narrative, you have the space to really see
what’s going on. You can now look beyond
her direct actions and see what’s driving
those actions. Notice how insecure she is
and how unhappy her life is. Look for the
worries, hurt, and fear that is fueling her

words and actions.
See the frightened
little girl behind the
curtain of bad behavior and cutting remarks.
Lastly, call up
the personality
y o u ’v e a l r e a dy
picked and step into
Donna Burick
that role. If it’s Princess Diana pull out a royal demeanor and
elegance. How would she react to someone who interrupts and pushes in front of
her in a conversation? Wouldn’t she just
smile and wait? Wouldn’t she stay engaged, knowing that she will have another opportunity to speak soon? After all,
she’s an icon for elegance and poise so
you’d expect her to handle herself in that
manner. I think they teach that in royalty
training school.
Or tap into the wisdom and compassion of the Dalai Lama. Would this situation ruffle him? I don’t think so. How
would he react? With kindness and love?
Compassion? Then act that way.
Channel whichever icon you chose
and see what surprising changes these
three steps will present in your life.
The great thing about this gift is you
get to enjoy it and so does everyone else.
Try it this holiday season and make it the
best ever. This can be the December that
everyone says they enjoyed the most, just
by you giving yourself this gift of surprise.
Happy Holidays and please let me
know how it goes for you. I always love it
when people email or call me with their
experiences. I appreciate being able to
help you unwrap the gifts that are uniquely yours to share with the world.
See you next year!
Desire a results-oriented holistic solution?
Do you yearn to: Create more balance in
your life; Stop feeling so exhausted; Uncover your life’s passion; Attain clarity
about what’s next for you; Revive your
relationships; Craft a deeper spiritual connection; Access a place of health & happiness? Donna can guide you from here
to there, call for your free 15-minute
consultation and discover a different approach. 336-540-0088. Please visit www.
donnaburick.com. See ad on page 22.
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awakenings
Center for Intimacy & Sexuality

Couples Counseling and
Sex Therapy
Do you have arguments about
frequency or low desire?
Do you feel deprived by your partner?
Do you feel you partner is critical or
controlling?
Do you have the “talk to me so I’ll
want sex; have sex with me so I’ll
want to talk” problem?

We help people find a deep
understanding of each other
that eliminates these struggles.
offices in Greensboro & Raleigh
919.845.5400
www.AwakeningsCtr.com

A Living
Well
Center

Integrative

Health Care for Women
STRESS-BUSTER
HOLIDAY SPECIAL
Boost your immune system
and detox with these specials
for 1 low price!
Aqua Chi Foot Detox
Emotional Release with BEST
Allergy Treatment with NAET

Vickie Barkley, WHNP-BC

Women’s Health Nurse Practitioner

336-312-4412
www.ALivingWellCenter.com
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Remove the Blocks
that Keep You
Stuck

Animal Communication & Healing
Relationships • Abundance
Weight Control • Health & Wellness
Improve Any Area of Life

Naomi Harel, B.A.
Ching Sung
Chen,
LAc Instructor
Certified
ThetaHealing®
& Practitioner

Greensboro ~ 919.606.0621
www.UnderstandAnimals.com
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Trained in Taiwan
Over 30 years experience
Providing acupuncture, cupping,
moxibustion, acupressure, thermal
deep muscle massage, herbal
counseling, herbal remedies.
Open 10 AM-10 PM Mon-Sun

Acupuncture & Oriental Health
2533 West Woodlyn Way,
Greensboro

336.988.9245
www.AcupunctureChingSChen.com

Dr. Jillian's
HEALTHY HOLIDAY

CHOCOLATE LOAF

Ingredients
Bowl 1
1/2 cup almond flour
1/2 cup coconut flour, sifted
1/2 cup unsweetened cocoa powder
1/2 cup Truvia (may substitute coconut nectar or coconut sugar, will increase carb
content)
1 tsp baking powder
1/4 tsp sea salt
Bowl 2
4 egg whites PLUS 4 eggs
1/2 cup melted coconut oil
1/2 cup unsweetened vanilla hemp or almond or flax milk
2 TB vanilla
2 TB bittersweet chocolate chips (optional)
Directions
Preheat oven to 350F. Mix the dry ingredients (bowl #1) together. In a separate bowl,
mix together the wet. Combine the 2 bowls together and fold in the chocolate chips.
Spray a loaf pan with non-stick spray. Pour batter into loaf pan and bake until the top
is springy, 60-70 minutes. Cool in the pan for 15 minutes or so and then take the loaf
out and put on a wire rack. Slice and enjoy!
Jillian Teta, ND is a naturopathic physician at the Naturopathic Health Clinic of NC,
located in Winston-Salem. She is also the author of Natural Solutions for Digestive
Health and a blogger at Fix Your Digestion. For healthy recipes to be emailed directly
to you, sign up at www.FixYourDigestion.com. See ad on page 47.

Greensboro
MARTIAL ARTS Academy
336-542-5920
Women's Karate
Self-Defense
Kids Classes
Family-Oriented Dojo
Qigong, Tai Chi
Shaolin, Wudang
GreensboroMartialArtsAcademy.com

1101 Rotherwood Rd, Greensboro
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ring:
Of feNeurotransmitter
testing • Hormone testing for men and women
Dried blood cell analysis • Ream's testing • Ear coning • Iridology
Allergy testing • Diet and Lifestyle evaluation

And, free 30-minute introduction visits!
108 East Bessemer Ave., Greensboro

336.456.4743 • www.TheNaturalPathwithJillClarey.com

There Is Help for Your Chronic Jaw Pain

M

illions of people suffer from
chronic headaches, neck pain,
and jaw pain and dysfunction.
People spend billions of dollars on pain
medicine, muscle relaxers and other treatments that attempt to relieve the pain and
symptoms of TMJ dysfunction, but don’t
address the real problem that may be causing these symptoms.
Most people with temporomandibular
joint pain and dysfunction, also known as
TMJ, may complain of pain around the ear,
headaches, clicking and popping in the
jaw, difficulty opening one’s mouth, and
difficulty chewing food. Pain and dysfunction to the TMJ may be due to trauma, poor
posture, tight muscles and stress. Muscle
tightness to the TMJ can compress the joint,
causing limited movement to the jaw,
grinding of the teeth, and pain in the jaw,
neck and head. Most people complain of
chronic pain to the upper and lower back
along with abdominal pain. Usually all
these symptoms are interrelated.
The temporomandibular joint is the
only bilateral joint in the body and must
be in balance to work properly. A person’s
pelvis and spine may be out of alignment
due to trauma or poor posture and may be
pulling on the TMJ, causing pain and dysfunction to the TMJ. You will be unsuccessful treating only the jaw without treating
the muscles and soft tissue tightness that
surrounds this joint. Many people have
numerous symptoms such as neck and
back pain, abdominal pain, shoulder pain,
and headaches. All of these problem areas
must be treated to successfully treat the
TMJ dysfunction. Head, neck, back, and

jaw muscles overlap each other, so treating
just the jaw will not reduce all the other
symptoms. Tight muscles throughout the
head, neck, back and pelvis may be tight
due to stress, posture, trauma, or surgery.
Muscle balance, normal posture, and
positioning are important to return the TMJ
to this normal pain-free functional position.
Treatment for TMJ
Treatment for TMJ dysfunction includes stress management and relaxation,
myofascial release, stretching exercises,
strengthening exercises, correcting abnormal posture, and self treatment instruc-

tions. Relaxation and stress management
are used to reduce fear and anxiety, release
muscle tightness and spasms, and reduce
clenching and grinding of the teeth.
Myofascial release is a gentle handson treatment technique to reduce muscle
and soft tissue tightness to the head, neck,
jaw, shoulders, back and pelvis. Muscle
tightness may be pulling the jaw out of
alignment causing pain and dysfunction.
Stretching exercises to the neck, jaw and
back are used to stretch and elongate tight
muscles that are pulling the jaw out of
alignment. Through regular stretching,
these muscles remain relaxed, flexible and
pain free. Strengthening muscles pulls the
jaw, neck, and spine back into alignment
and improves one’s posture. Correcting
abnormal posture pulls the spine, neck,
and jaw back into alignment and relieves
painful stress on the neck and TMJ. Strong
flexible muscles keep the neck, jaw and
spine in alignment, and prevent pain and
muscle tightness from returning. Self treatment includes a plan for the client to use
on a daily basis at home to manage or
prevent TMJ dysfunction and maintain a
healthy pain-free lifestyle.
Therapy is a safe and effective treatment for people who suffer from TMJ
dysfunction and other chronic pain conditions that can help you return to a normal,
pain-free lifestyle.
Written by Lori Dixon, OT/L with Dixon &
Associates Therapy Services, 204 Gatewood Avenue, High Point. Visit www.
DixonTherapy.com or call 336-889-5676
for an appointment. See ad on page 28.

MARSHALL C. FREEMAN, MD

Specializing in the diagnosis
and management of complicated
headaches. We are dedicated to helping
patients treat their headaches and
return to normal activities.
BOTOX • Clinical Trials
1414 Yanceyville Street • Greensboro, NC 27405

336.574.8000
www.HeadacheWellnessCenter.com
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"Wiggy" Saunders, MD

Underlying Causes of

FATIG UE
part 5

T

his month, I get to talk about one of
my favorite subjects and that is how
Hypothyroidism can be related to
fatigue. Just to recap — up to this point we
have discussed how poor nutrition, yeast,
food sensitivities, and adrenal fatigue can
all result in feeling worn down and tired
all of the time. This series was designed in
this particular sequence because often
times it is best to address the underlying
causes of fatigue in this order. Remember,
the gut has to be healthy in order for the
rest of our body to be healthy. It is also
important to consider the adrenal glands
because they often need some support
before you move on to fixing the thyroid.
The good news is that fixing the thyroid can often have life changing implications. A patient's follow up visit demon-

An integrative healing center
that provides the
following services:

$5.00 Off Massage

call for your appointment
Expires 12/31/15

1623 York Avenue, Suite 102
High Point, NC 27265

336.841.4307
www.chhtree.com
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strates this well. At the time of her initial
visit, she was on the verge of getting fired
from her job because she had become so
symptomatic from low functioning thyroid.
She was falling asleep at her desk, frequently making mistakes, and had a tough
time remembering the tasks that were assigned to her. Initially, improvements were
noticed after cleaning up her diet and
getting her off of her food sensitivities.
However, significant progress didn’t happen until her thyroid was addressed. After
optimizing her thyroid function, she is now
fully awake and alert at work, her mind is
clicking on all cylinders and she recently
got a promotion because of her improved
performance. This treatment was definitely life changing for her.
Symptoms of hypothyroidism include:
fatigue, cold intolerance, hair loss, dry
skin, constipation, memory problems and
brain fog. If someone feels fatigued, cold
all of the time, and has brain fog – I consider them to have low functioning thyroid
until proven otherwise. If you are a longterm Natural Triad reader you probably
have some recollection of a thyroid series
that I did earlier this year. (If you would
like a copy of the series emailed to you,
send a request to editor@naturaltriad.com)
In that series, I reviewed the problem
with the traditional work-up of patients
with symptoms consistent with hypothyroidism. Doctors often throw out their
clinical reasoning skills and rely solely on
one test, the TSH test to rule in or out hypothyroidism. Unfortunately this leaves so
many patients struggling with their symptoms when they could be feeling so much
better with appropriate treatment.
The main point: there are options for
thyroid evaluation and treatment and using
a one-size fits all approach is far from
ideal and leaves many patients feeling
terrible.
Appropriate and comprehensive thyroid testing includes checking more than
just the TSH. Most of the time when checking thyroid levels doctors will check a TSH

test and sometimes a Total T4 and T3 uptake. While these tests are important, they
do not give us a complete picture of thyroid physiology. I recommend also checking Free T3, Reverse T3, and Thyroid antibodies because all of these tests will help
determine how someone should be managed.
Now let’s talk about treatment. Most
people are not even aware that there are
different types of medications available.
The invariable, go-to medication, for
someone starting treatment is a T4 only
medication like Synthroid, Levothyroxine,
Unithroid, or Tirosint. While these medications may work for some people they don’t
work for others. I have found that more
people feel better when they are on a T4
and T3 combination medication like Armour or NatureThroid. More advanced
cases actually seem to do the best with
both Levothyroxine and NatureThroid that
are both adjusted based on symptoms on
lab results. However, this does take some
experience and should not be attempted
without close monitoring and follow up.
The tide is starting to turn and more
and more people are starting to realize that
there are options when it comes to thyroid
evaluation and treatment. Do not give up
hope that you are destined to be worn
down and fatigued all of the time. Most
people notice significant improvement just
by optimizing thyroid function. However,
it should be emphasizes that fatigue is a
complicated process and putting all of
your hopes in fixing your thyroid may be
short-sighted. It involves a comprehensive
approach that considers and addresses
many variables. We will continue to work
our way through these next month.
In the meantime, be well.
Dr. Weston "Wiggy" Saunders is an Integrative and Functional Medicine Physician
at Robinhood Integrative Health in Winston-Salem. Please call 336-768-3335 for
an appointment. Facebook: facebook.
com/DrWiggy. See ad on page 30.

by Kathi Kemper, MD

emotional preparation for
Doctor's
Guide
to
Healing
chapter 6

B

efore we begin to help relieve others’ stress and suffering, it’s wise to
get our own emotional and mental
lives in order. Working with people who
are suffering can be stressful; particularly
if we’re so empathetic we are prone to
picking up others’ negative emotions. To
be a successful healer over the long term,
it behooves us to cultivate emotional and
mental stability.
Just as we assume that health professionals will need to study hard to assimilate the knowledge and skills necessary for
being successful professionals, shouldn’t
we also expect to do a little work to ensure
we are emotionally and mentally ready to
tackle the challenges of working with suffering?
Although most of us think of emotions
as things that automatically happen outside of our control, we can activate neutral
and positive or desirable emotions intentionally. The more often we activate positive emotions, the easier it is to access and
use them for healing. On the other hand,
the more we dwell in and linger on the
negative emotions, the more we get in our
own way of being effective. Can we completely avoid negative emotions? Not if
we’re human! We cannot avoid negative
emotions any more than we can avoid
becoming hungry or tired, but we can
recognize the thought or emotion and
respond appropriately to minimize their
adverse impact on ourselves and others.

DESIRABLE EMOTIONS & ATTITUDES
Appreciation, gratitude, blessed
Caring, compassion, kindness,
love, affection
Peace, calm, serenity, contentment
Harmony, balance, connectedness
Confidence, courage
Joy, happiness, delight, gladness
pleasure, good cheer, satisfaction
Anticipation, hope, optimism
Ecstasy, exhilaration, bliss, exultation
Think about the list on the left. Imagine feeling one or more of these positive
emotions. Do you remember the last time
you really felt this way? What was happening when you felt that way? Where were
you? Who were you with? What were you
doing? What did you see, hear, smell, and
feel?
When we vividly recall strong emotions, our bodies respond just as if we were
actually there. When you activate a positive emotion, your body relaxes; your
hormones and neurotransmitter production, heart rate, breathing, and blood pressure all shift into a more positive mode;
and your mind becomes more focused and
clear. This can help you become a more
effective healer.
The first step in managing your emotions is to recognize your current emotion.
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NEGATIVE / AFFLICTIVE EMOTIONS
Envy
Pride, vanity
Anxiety, fear
Anger, rage
Lethargy, sloth
Self-pity
Greed
Depression
Sometimes just recognizing your current
emotion helps shift it. Do not condemn
the emotion. You wouldn’t condemn your
body for letting you know it’s hungry or
thirsty; why get upset with it when it’s giving you an emotional signal? The next time
you notice that you are feeling sad, angry,
or envious, turn to that emotion with
gentle, friendly curiosity. Can you notice
when the emotion began, or has it been
there awhile, quietly escalating until its
presence was shouting? Where in your
body do you feel it those most? Do you
feel a sense of heat or cold, tightness or
relaxation? Try imagining yourself sitting
in a movie theater watching yourself sitting
a few rows in front of you, watching yourself on the giant screen. Cultivate the sense
of being an interested observer, extending
good will and kindness toward yourself.
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Simply shifting to neutral may be
enough. Being aware of what you are feeling and thinking, and observing thoughts,
emotions, and sensations with kind curiosity as they change over time is called
mindfulness or insight meditation. Numerous studies have shown that practicing
mindful, insightful awareness can be a
powerful antidote to depression, anxiety,
and stress. This is an important skill for
healers. However, it may not be sufficient
to generate the kind of positive energy you
want to invoke to uplift another person
who is suffering. With practice, it is possible to shift, not just from negative to
neutral, but from neutral to a positive
emotional state.
To shift toward the positive state, we
don’t combat the negative or neutral state,
make it wrong, or ignore it, but we shift
our attention and imagination toward our
goal. To do this, it helps to have a concrete
image of the desired emotion, not just an
abstract idea. Let’s say you want to practice
engendering the feeling “contentment”.
For most people, focusing on an actual
experience is likely to be more effective
than just focusing on the word “contentment.” For example, imagine how you feel
when you pet a dog (assuming you’ve
petted a dog and liked it) or imagine sitting

in a beautiful place following a delicious
meal. Conjure up the visual image, sound,
tactile feelings, smells, and internal bodily
sensations associated with that experience
of contentment. Savor it. Your body responds as if you were there.
One of the most reliable, easily
achieved, and helpful emotions to practice
is appreciation (or gratitude). This practice
is so effective as a stress management tool,
the Institute of HeartMath has built an
entire emotional self-management training
program around it.
Practice Gratitude
Before you start this emotional selfmanagement practice, you may want to
make a list of the people, experiences,
places, events, or things for which you
genuinely feel grateful. For example, I
truly appreciate:
• People and pets: my family, my
teachers, students, patients, friends, neighbors, cats, the men who take my garbage
away every week, the mail delivery person,
the grocery store clerk who smiles at me
• Events/circumstances: having hot
running water when I turn on the shower;
having electricity when I plug in the computer; flowers that bloom by the side of the
road

• Things: home, safe transportation,
waterfalls in the mountains, my favorite
bookstores, my favorite warm sweater
when it is cold, a car that starts, public
transportation that arrives on time safely at
a reasonable price
None of these things need to be perfect. Focus on the positive aspects that you
truly, deeply, genuinely appreciate. Make
your own list. You don’t have to break it
into categories. Just jot down three things
you appreciate.
I truly appreciate (or I am grateful for)
1.______________________________
		
2.______________________________
		
3.______________________________
		
It’s OK if you start with a short list, and
it’s OK to change your list. The important
thing is that you have at least one thing on
your list for which you truly feel grateful.
Practicing Gratitude
Now that you have a list, here’s the
practice:
A. Focus on a part of your body that
feels neutral or comfortable. Focusing on

Dixon & Associates Therapy Services
We look at each patient as a unique individual, not a diagnosis.
Personal attention is what our success is based on,
and our whole company is set up to make everyone’s experience
with therapy a positive one.
Lori Dixon, OT/L

Our Specialties:
Myofascial Release • Chronic Pain • Neck & Back Pain
CranioSacral Therapy • TMJ Dysfunction
Women’s Health Issues • Hand Injuries • Orthopaedic Injuries
Functional Capacity Evaluations (FCEs) •
Worker’s Compensation
We file medical insurance and Medicare • BlueCross/Blue Shield Provider

336.889.5676
204 Gatewood Avenue • High Point, NC 27262

www.DixonTherapy.com
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your body helps you em-body the practice
and make it less abstract. Positive emotions
generate real effects on the body, including
the brain. For most people, it’s easiest to
focus on the center of your forehead, chest,
or belly, just below your belly button;
wherever is comfortable or neutral for you.
Got it? Good.

D. When you have finished your appreciation practice for the length of time
you chose, congratulate yourself on practicing something that helps you become a
more effective healer. When would you
like to practice again? Consider practicing
several times a day. Do it again!
That’s it. Remember to focus on a
neutral part of your body; take slow, relaxing breaths; focus on appreciation; celebrate your successful practice; and plan to
do it again. If you’d like additional coaching on this technique, look for a HeartMath
certified trainer.
Benefits of Gratitude
Intentionally activating a feeling of
gratitude has many benefits. Physiologically, it helps lower cortisol (a stress hormone) while enhancing the coherent,
harmonious function of the autonomic

High Energy/
Intensity
Rage

Exhilaration
Gratitude or
Compassion

Anxiety
Negative Mood

>

>

Boredom

Positive Mood

Contentment

Depression

>

C. While aware of your body and
breath, choose that feeling of gratitude. Just
think about that person, pet, event, circumstance, place, or thing. It’s OK to let your
mind wander to other things for which you
feel truly grateful. However, for this practice time, if you notice that your mind starts
to wander to a worry, a conflict, something
sad, what you need to do later, or what you
should have said, just notice that and return to your focus on gratitude. You can get
to that other thing in just a little while. It
can wait for 10 seconds, and in fact, your
mind will be clearer and better able to
address that situation after you’ve finished
this practice. Maintain your focus for your
chosen length of time.

people behave, but you can choose to be
aware of your body, mindfully breathe, and
practice a positive emotion for 10 seconds.
Practicing one positive emotion readies
your brain and heart for easier access to
other positive emotions. The more you
practice, the more proficient you become.
Below is a model for the relationships
between positive and negative emotions
of high or low intensity:

>

B. Notice your breathing. Just allow it
to be smooth, regular, and even. You don’t
need to force it. You don’t need to breathe
a particular way. You can breathe through
your nose or mouth. Being aware of your
breathing helps connect you with your
current life, right now, in this moment. You
are breathing in and out. You are alive. Just
let it be smooth and even, relaxed and
easy.

nervous system; it helps lower high blood
pressure; and it lowers levels of stress
hormones such as cortisol . Gratitude helps
your mind function with greater clarity and
improves your mood. Intentional practice
helps you achieve a sense of mastery and
control, improves insight and problemsolving abilities, and decreases anxiety.
You may not be able to affect whether the
sun comes up tomorrow or how other

Low Energy/
Intensity

Neurofeedback Associates, Inc.
providing individualized client-centered solutions
to improve brain performance since 2000

Neurofeedback is direct training of
brain function, by which the brain learns
to function more efficiently.

We are proud to offer the
19 channel LORETA brain training,
which is able to target more precise
regions in the brain than traditional
surface neurofeedback. This method
is so superior that it is currently being
used by the US Army at 2 of its
Wounded Warrior clinics to treat
head injury and PTSD.
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reduce symptoms of
stress, ADD/ADHD,
learning difficulties,
head injury, stroke
and more.

Gail Sanders Durgin, PhD, BCN-Fellow, QEET
2309 West Cone Blvd, Suite 210 Greensboro, NC 27408
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Warm Up With Gratitude
You can also warm up for a healing
session by practicing gratitude before you
start. Just focus on your body, breathe, and
feel grateful for something. After a brief
gratitude warm-up, you may find it easier
to communicate effectively and pleasantly than you’d anticipated. And you may
also find it easier to be centered and
grounded while becoming more observant
of the person you are helping.
Journals and more
A gratitude journal helps bolster your
awareness and builds multiple brain circuits so it’s easier to access the positive
emotions in the future. Keeping a gratitude
journal is like putting money in your emotional bank account.
Do’s and don’ts of keeping a gratitude
journal:
• Don’t write the same thing every day
(humans habituate quickly)
• Don’t worry about spelling, punctuation or grammar
• Do pay attention throughout the day
to what you might include
• Do make the conscious decision to use
this experience to enrich your life, build
your happiness, and help you become
more positive
• Do write in it at least 1-3 times per
week
• Do focus on elaborating in depth on a
few items rather than listing many things
superficially. Consider expanding a bit
on “why” the good thing happened.
• Do focus on personal gratitude (what
someone did for you) rather than simply

material gratitude (what you have)
• Do include unexpected or surprise
sources of gratitude. This promotes a
sense of delight and joy as well as gratitude.
• Do share your gratitude with others.
Sharing positive experiences increases
the positive emotion associated with it,
and events that are shared are more
likely to be remembered.
Speaking of journals, writing regularly about daily experiences is another
effective strategy for boosting well-being.
As we write about an event, we gain a new
perspective and a little distance, allowing
us to see things more objectively and
clearly. Studies have shown that writing
your most meaningful experiences down
can help you process them, and improve
your mood and memory. Writers have
many choices in how to write about what
happened, and considering these choices
increases the sense of autonomy—the
power to choose. Strengthening a sense of
autonomy is an excellent way to improve
mental and emotional resilience.
If you don’t want to jot in a journal,
you have other options. Talk into a recorder, post to social media, or tell a friend
or family member. Telling your colleagues
how much you appreciate them is a great
way to improve morale and prevent burnout. Another useful practice is to write
thank you notes. Or begin and end email
messages with a phrase of gratitude
“Thanks for writing”, “Thanks for taking
the time to…”, “Thanks for collaborating
…”, “Thanks for alerting me to this situa-

tion", “Thanks for your…" candor, insight,
or timeliness.
Another useful practice to generate
and share gratitude is saying thanks before
meals. Thanks for the food, those who grew
it, brought it to you, prepared it, served it,
made it possible for you to have it. Or take
turns expressing gratitude for something
that happened with those sharing the meal
with you.
Note the simple things that really
enrich your life. It could be the taste of a
fresh strawberry, the hug of a child, the
presence of a pet, the sun, or the rain.
Practicing gratitude sounds very
simple. It is actually a very ancient practice. It’s even older than my grandmother,
who told me that the secret to overcoming
worry and falling asleep easily was to
“count your blessings.” The more you
practice feeling grateful, the easier it gets.
Modern sciences support this ancient
wisdom.
And here’s a side benefit: the more
you practice feeling grateful, the more
you’ll notice there are things to be grateful
for, even in situations that used to drive
you crazy. Before I started consciously
practicing gratitude, I hated to wait at red
lights in traffic. Now I notice that this red
light has given me another minute to practice feeling grateful. There are people
whose only job in life is to help me and
other drivers get where we are going
safely, and it took a lot of them to invent,
design, manufacture, install, and maintain
this light. Isn’t that amazing? There are
other drivers who are stopped here, too.
Isn’t it great for me that other people follow

Robinhood Integrative Health
Bruce Lantelme, MD
Weston “Wiggy” Saunders, MD
Bose Ravenel, MD
Elizabeth Bozeman, MD

Miriam Dineen PAc • Lauren Branyon PAc

336.768.3335

• Bioidentical Hormone Replacement Therapy
• Adrenal & Thyroid problems
• Breast Health
• Perimenopause / Menopause

• Low Testosterone
• Nutritional Medicine
• Epigenetics
• Consultative Pediatrics

www.RobinhoodIntegrativeHealth.com
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the rules so we can travel safely? Now that
I think about it, I’m very grateful to have a
place to go and a way to get there. Red
lights? What a blessing!
You might notice that the more you
practice gratitude, the more often you
naturally feel grateful, even when you
aren’t even trying. And the more creatively and positively you will see situations, people, and events that may not have
seemed so positive in the past. Don’t expect to overturn decades of resentment,
fear, envy, or disappointment immediately.
Be patient with yourself. You’ll be amazed
at how many benefits you feel the more
you practice.
You can use the same simple steps to
practice different positive emotions. For
example, parents want their children to be
happy. Pet owners feel deep affection toward their pet. Doctors and nurses want
their patients to feel comfortable, strong,
and resilient. Ministers, rabbis, and other
spiritual leaders want people to experience
peace and connection with a higher
power. It’s natural to focus on feelings of
compassion, kindness, forgiveness, and
genuine caring.
Two other helpful emotions to practice
are caring (affection, loving-kindness, or
compassion) and hope or positive anticipation. You could also practice feeling
confident or courageous, vividly remembering previous experiences in which
you’ve been courageous or when you’ve
accomplished a goal or objective (e.g.,
riding a two-wheeled bike without training
wheels).
Practice Empathy, Compassion, and Mentally Extending Good Will
First, some simple definitions:
Empathy – understanding another person’s emotional state
Compassion – understanding someone’s
suffering and desiring to relieve it
Loving-kindness – extending good will &
kind-hearted best wishes for someone

ious or scared, you might say, “John, it
sounds like you are feeling worried; is that
right?.” If he nods yes, ask if there’s anything else. He might answer, “Yes, I’m
worried the pain will get worse and that
nothing will really help, and I’ll never get
better.” Nod or indicate that you’ve heard,
and ask if there’s anything else.
When you think you’ve got it, repeat
it back using your own words and ask if
that’s correct. If it is, you can say something
about how you are here with him to help
him feel better, and you are confident that
together you can get through this situation.
Most people feel a great sense of relief just
knowing that someone else understands
their situation and they are not alone. And
you will feel better knowing you were able
to help.
If you can maintain your own emotional well-being, feeling a sense of calm,
focus, affection, and compassion while
listening, understanding, and connecting,
you’ve done a lot to help. You’ve already
started to help just by listening without
trying to judge, interpret, explain, or solve
problems. You’ve avoided the verbal traps
that could make someone feel misunderstood, blamed, stupid, or incompetent.
Experiencing empathy can help you
connect with another person and increase
your sensitivity and intuition, but it can
also leave you feeling exhausted, drained,
sad or irritable if you start to adopt and
experience others’ suffering chronically.
Empathy without compassion and lovingkindness can lead to burnout.
Remember Jets. If you notice that
someone is suffering, you may notice that

Empathy
Your goal is to maintain your own
emotional well-being while connecting
with someone else. You want her to feel
heard, understood, respected, and cared
for. You don’t want to start suffering with
her. So take a deep breath and center
before you begin.
The best way to know whether you
have understood another accurately is to
ask. For example, if you think John is anx-
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you start to feel uncomfortable, worried,
or angry. It is natural to feel bad when
someone else is suffering. Before you
plunge into desperate efforts to cheer or
encourage someone else, remember airplanes. First put on your own mask (become calm and centered) before helping
others! If you are tense, angry, or worried,
you will be less effective in helping someone else than if you are calm, clear, and
focused. Be aware of your body; breathe
in, breathe out, and internally be grateful,
just for a moment. You might be grateful
that you are breathing, grateful that they
trust you to be with them, grateful that your
heart is beating, grateful that you are alive.
Centering and nourishing your own emotional state will allow you to help your
loved one more effectively, efficiently, and
easily.
Compassion
Moving from empathy to compassion
is empowering and strengthens your core
because it deepens your grounding. You
remember who you are and why you are
here, and you take steps to relieve suffering
rather than stopping with recognizing it.
The steps in deepening your practice
of compassion are the same as for gratitude.
A. Focus on a part of your body, such as
the center of your forehead, chest, or
belly. This practice affects you physically, emotionally, and mentally.
B. Be aware of your breathing. Right now,
in this moment, you are alive.
C. Intentionally choose a sense of affection or compassion for a person, pet,

Welcome
Elizabeth Bozeman, MD
Dr. Elizabeth Bozeman is a Board
Certified Family Physician. She is
also board Certified in Preventive,
Holistic and Integrative Health. She
trained at the Mayo Clinic and has
been practicing for 15 years. She
has a passion for helping people
get better using a more natural
and holistic approach. She helps
patients with balancing hormones,
thyroid function, fatigue and offers
prolotherapy for musculoskeletal
injuries.

336.768.3335

Elizabeth Bozeman, MD
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circumstance, place, or thing. Imagine this sensation of compassion vividly – how does it look, sound, feel in your body?
Sustain it as long as you like. (As with gratitude, you can write
a list, keep a journal, create a poem, sing a song, send a message, or just feel it in your heart.)
D. Congratulate yourself on practicing and plan to do it again.
Scientific studies of practitioners of compassion-based
meditation have shown important improvements in the function
of several regions of the brain; these brain changes include areas
involved in modulating stress responses.
What is the difference between compassion, self-pity, and selfesteem and loving-kindness?
Self-compassion is not the same as having self-pity or being

self-indulgent. It also differs from self-esteem. Both self-pity and
self-esteem tend to isolate or separate us from others whereas
self-compassion and loving-kindness tend to help us realize our
common humanity with others. Self-compassion allows us to see
ourselves more clearly, with neither shame nor arrogance, and
feel empowered to take action to relieve suffering over the longterm for ourselves and others. With self-compassion, we see how
we are connected to one another. Self-compassion is closely
related to loving-kindness, because loving-kindness also acknowledges that all people want to feel safe, secure, healthy,
happy, and free.
Both loving-kindness and compassion tend to connect us
with others whereas self-pity and self-esteem both run the risk
of increasing a sense of isolation.

Self-compassion

Self-pity

Self-esteem

Loving-kindness

Recognizing that suffering is
part of the human condition and
trying to relieve it. Sense of
common humanity. (Yes, I’m
feeling bad, but so are many
others, some of whom are
worse off than me.) Recognizing
one’s problems with insight,
kindness, and responsibility,
without shame or self-condemnation. Knowing that all humans
deserve compassion and understanding, not just those with a
certain set of traits.

Feeling that you are separate
from and worse off than others.
Forgetting that others have
similar problems. Ego-centric
separation from others, exaggerating one’s personal suffering.
Isolating, often leads to self-indulgence (I feel bad, so I’ll eat ice
cream and watch TV all day).

Feeling better than others; it may
lead to self-absorption or narcissism. It can lead to putting down
others to feel better about ourselves, or ignoring/ distorting/
hiding our perceived flaws to
avoid a sense of shame or inadequacy. May include anger with
others who do not recognize our
superiority. Self-esteem fluctuates depending on circumstances.

Recognizing that wanting to be
safe, healthy, happy, free, and
peaceful are part of the human
condition, and trying to help
yourself and others achieve
those goals.
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and compassion to everyone.
Here are the four simple phrases I repeat for this practice
myself. I pair one phrase or sentence with one breath. So the
entire practice takes 4 breaths, which can be repeated for several minutes:
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1. May I be safe and secure.
2. May I be healthy, comfortable, and at ease.
3. May I be happy and peaceful.
4. May I be free from suffering and its causes.
You can substitute a positive phrase of your choice. One
little boy who learned this practice decided to include: “May I
be wild and free!” Choose phrases that bring you a sense of
contentment, joy, and liberation.
Research shows that practicing compassion and lovingkindness toward self and others leads to greater happiness and
decreased worry.

Three Treasures Tai Chi LLC
for the study & practice
of the peaceable arts

Chi and Qigong classes
‘ 10perTaiweek
in the Winston-Salem area
Workshops & retreats
‘ 80+ years of collective experience
‘

www.ThreeTreasures.org
336.659.1599
info@threetreasures.org

Extending Good Will or Loving-kindness
Extending good will to others helps you feel more expansive
and worthy of receiving good for yourself. It helps you affirm a
belief that good things can exist. Sincere good will is an excellent
antidote to feeling jealous.
Here are the four simple phrases I use for this practice. I pair
one phrase or sentence with one breath. So the entire practice
takes 4 breaths, which can be repeated for several minutes:
1. May you be safe and secure.
2. May you be healthy, comfortable, and at ease.

3.
4.

May you be happy and peaceful.
May you be free from suffering and its causes.

You can modify this sequence as you wish. For example, you
could substitute, “May all children be safe and secure.” Or “May
all elderly people be healthy and filled with vitality,” or “May all
those who mourn find comfort,” or “May all those who are
lonely experience loving connection,” or “May all those living
in war zones experience peace and security,” or “May all those
who are hungry receive food.”

Summary of Emotional Preparation Practices
Practice

Purpose and Summary

Recognize current emotion

Increase self-awareness and mindfulness. Recognize emotional state with kind curiosity.
Avoid self-criticism or self-judgment

Engender a positive emotion

Build emotional self-regulatory skills. Focus on all the senses associated with experiencing
a positive emotion.

Gratitude meditation

Build a specific positive emotion to enhance emotional capacity. Focus on a neutral part
of the body; notice breathing; reflect on gratitude. OR reflect on gratitude prior to an
anticipated challenge. Or keep a gratitude journal OR give thanks before meals OR write
thank you notes.

Empathy-building

Enhance awareness of others’ emotional states. Ask, reflect, ask for correction. Avoid trying to “fix” or change another’s emotional state. Seek to understand and support rather
than change.

Compassion and loving-kindness
meditation

Build a specific positive emotion to enhance emotional capacity. Focus on a neutral part
of the body; notice breathing; reflect on someone for whom you care and wish well (including self):
May you/I be safe and secure,
May you/I be healthy, comfortable, and at ease.
May you/I be happy and peaceful.
May you/ I be free from suffering and its causes.

Practicing emotional self-regulation and intentionally moving to neutral or positive emotions are important strategies to
prepare for healing work. They help us slow down and center,
re-setting our autonomic nervous system toward “calm” and our
brains toward “effective problem-solving , .” It’s also important
to prepare mentally and spiritually. That’s what the next two
chapters are about.

Emotional Freedom
Technique

Grief Recovery®
Outreach Program

Hypnosis for...

The Action Program
• Smoking Cessation
For Moving Beyond
• Weight Control
Loss
• Phobias/Fears
Ellie McFalls, MCHt
1301-D West Wendover Avenue ~ Greensboro
336-362-4170 ~ masteryworksinc.com
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Kathi Kemper, MD, MPH is the Director of the Center for Integrative Health and Wellness and a Professor of Pediatrics, Nursing,
Health and Rehabilitation Sciences at the Ohio State University.
Before becoming a Buckeye, Dr. Kemper held the Caryl Guth
Chair as founder of the Center for Integrative Medicine at Wake
Forest Baptist Health. She is the author of the award winning
book, Mental Health Naturally.
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Aromatherapy 101

safe & effective uses of essential oils

Es
s

s the days draw closer to your
holiday gatherings, it’s the perfect
time to enjoy diffusing and blending essential oils that will not only help
get you into the spirit of the season but
keep you and your family healthy by
boosting your immune system. Using a
variety of essential oils during the holiday
season can serve many purposes, ranging
from calming anxiety and stress to preventing or addressing common colds and the
winter blues. Using one of the following
essential oils (or a blend of them) can create a warm, welcoming and delightful
scent that will also be supportive of your
physical and emotional wellbeing; just a
few drops diffused into a room can imbue
your space with a celebration of the season
designed to keep you and yours happy and
healthy. Essential oils commonly associated with the holidays include but are not
limited to:
Fir Needle (Abies siberica) and Pine
Needle (Pinus sylvestris): the smell of fresh
cut trees that comes from both of these
essential oils can bring back happiness and
fond memories of the holidays for most,
while having great qualities such as being
antibacterial, antispasmodic and an ex-
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pectorant.
Peppermint (Mentha piperita) and
Spearmint (Mentha viridas): with their
sweet minty aromas, these essential oils
are able to create an invigorating experience giving you a boost in energy; other
qualities include being antibacterial, antispasmodic, anti-infectious as well as being
an expectorant.
Frankincense (Boswellia carteri): the
warm balsamic scent of this essential oil
can be very relaxing and calming for most.
Bringing about the feeling of relaxation
and calmness is an added bonus to this
oil's other qualities, such as being an immune stimulant, antibacterial, and an
expectorant.

Myrrh (Commiphora myrrha): with
its warm, spicy balsamic scent, this essential oil can create a wonderful calming and balancing effect that can be
much needed during the holidays. This
essential oil is also known to be antimicrobial as well as an expectorant.
Peru Balsam (Myroxylon pereirae): a
delightful, balsamic, rich vanilla-like
aroma lifts tension and stress and warms
the spirit; this essential oil also acts as an
expectorant and has some slight anti-infectious qualities.
Sandalwood (Santalum album) and
Cedarwood (Cedrus atlantica): with their
subtle yet exotic sweet woody scent, these
two essential oils work to calm and ground
a person with their antidepressant qualities; you may also look to them for antibacterial and antispasmodic uses.
Cinnamon Leaf (Cinnamomum zeylanicum): greets one with a warm, spicy,
sweet aroma reminiscent of apple cider or
pumpkin pie. This is a powerful broad
spectrum anti-infectious essential oil that
can also be used for common colds, as a
mental stimulant or an antidepressant.
(Note: *Cinnamon Leaf is preferred
over Cinnamon Bark or Cininnamon Cassia as these two can be very strong dermal
irritants and can be harmful to the lungs
for people of all ages.)
Clove Bud (Eugenia caryophyllata):
reminding you of the many foods during
the holiday season with its refreshing,
sweet, yet spicy aroma, this essential oil is
loved by many. It is a powerful antibacterial, antihistamine, anti-infectious, antispasmodic, and expectorant.
Orange Sweet (Citrus sinensis): the
sweet, fresh, clean, fruity aroma of orange
is recognized as a mood elevator and
energy booster. This essential oil also has
wonderful antiviral and disinfectant
qualities. (Note: *If you would like a stronger aroma, you may try Orange 5x; if you
prefer a warmer almost smoother aroma,
you can try Blood Orange.)
By nature, oils such as Cinnamon
Leaf, Clove Bud, and Cardamom are strong

spicy oils and are considered warming oils
as they do just that. A little goes a long way
with these oils; they should not be heavily diffused into rooms as they can become
irritating to mucus membranes. These
spicier oils tend to blend well with gentler
oils such as Orange Sweet, Lavender and
Peru Balsam.
As joyful as the holiday season is supposed to be, the days leading up to it can
be filled with stress, chaos, and hectic
schedules, as well as dealing with disagreeable loved ones and fellow shoppers.
When you’re down, stressed and immensely busy try to remember to set the
time aside to enjoy a nice aromatic bath,
massage or just quiet time to inhale your
favorite essential oil blend and relax.
Shorter daylight hours combined with
overcast skies, colder weather and snow
can result in lowering moods and often
depression, blending a few uplifting oils
to inhale throughout the day can help get
your energetic, positive and cheerful disposition back.
Winter Blues Blends
• Blend #1:
Bergamot - 3 drops
Clary Sage - 2 drops
•Blend #2:
Orange Sweet - 3 drops
Grapefruit - 2 drops
• Blend #3:
Bergamot - 3 drops
Neroli - 1 drop
Jasmine - 1 drop
Creating homemade gifts for your
family and guests during the holiday season is not only thoughtful and fun but
when using essential oils, they become
healthy and beneficial. Create a few base
blends to work with then decide what
items you would like to prepare with them
such as bath salts, body scrubs (sugar or
salt), or lotions. Your possibilities are endless. Below are a few holiday blends you
may like to try.
Christmas Tree Blend (5ml bottle)
Fir Needle - 1ml or 20 drops
Spruce
- 1ml or 20 drops
Cedarwood - 1ml or 20 drops
Juniperberry - 1ml or 20 drops

Sugar & Spice Blend (5ml bottle)
Orange
- 2ml or 40 drops
- 1ml or 20 drops
Ginger
Cinnamon - 1.5ml or 30 drops
- 4 drops
Nutmeg
Holiday Cheer (5ml bottle)
Orange
2.5ml or 45 drops
Cinnamon 1ml or 20 drops
Clove Bud 1ml or 20 drops
Peru Balsam .5ml or 10 drops
Don’t have the time to create your
own gifts, how about scenting those holiday cards you send out every year, or the
tissue and/or wrapping paper you are
bound to use at some point this holiday
season? It’s a fun and fast way to spread a
bit of holiday cheer to your friends and
family. One that will not only make them
smile but keep them healthy, as well. Begin
by choosing your favorite holiday blend
you would like to share and place a few
drops of your blend onto a cotton ball and
allow to dry for a few minutes. Place your
greeting cards, tissue paper or wrapping
paper and your now scented cotton ball
into a ziplock bag large enough to hold
them with a bit of room to move freely;
allow this to sit for at least 24 hours or
longer before you remove them to use.
Take care not to let the oil (when wet)
come in contact with the items you have
decided to scent as it will leave small oil
stains. (This works best when done right
before you plan to use your items as with
anything made with essential oils the
aroma will begin to fade due to the volatility of the oils.)
Remember the holidays are the perfect
time to begin new traditions that can last
a lifetime, as well as memories with family and friends that will never be forgotten.
So have some fun using your essential oils
this holiday season, not only to liven up
the season, but to keep you and yours
healthy for all the season's festivities.

Offering:
Massage Therapy
Yoga Classes (all levels)
Flower Essences
Sound Therapy
Thai Reflexology
Interior Alignment Feng Shui
Acupuncture
Membership
Loyalty Program
Gift Shop / Gift Certificates

336-493-2009
1116 Hwy 801 North
Advance, NC 27006

www.HealFromInsideOut.com

Amber M. Bowers is a Clinical Aromatherapist with LovingScents Aromatherapy
a supplier of essential oils and other related aromatherapy products and an educator in the field of aromatherapy. Visit
www.LovingScentsAromatherapy.com or
telephone 336.294.7727 for more information. See ad on page 11.
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Building Bone With Plants

t is becoming blatantly obvious—to
the chagrin of the pharmaceutical
industry—that the most effective and
powerful medicines are located at the end
of any eating utensil. On the other hand,
depending on your food choices, insidious
poisons may also be at the end of your fork
or spoon. There is a lot of confusion of
about what is appropriate to eat in order
to improve one’s health. On any given day,
there is a new powerhouse food that the
media may portray as extremely healthy
or as extremely bad for you. Let me put
the confusion to rest here, right now.
Healthy foods are whole unprocessed
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foods and unhealthy foods tend to come
in a wrapper, can, or are surrounded by
cardboard or plastic. If you can avoid or
at least minimize any food that is boxed,
canned, or wrapped you are eating
healthy.
In regards to bone health, the above
rule also applies, but according to research, there are specific foods and herbs
that help you build bone and keep it. So
what are they? Let’s start with adding to
the foundation of not eating processed
food for building bone while getting more
specific in our foods choices.

The Most Important Macronutrient
The most important macronutrient
(carbohydrates, fat, or protein) for building
bone is PROTEIN. Yes, I know a lot people
out there are getting uncomfortable, because many people have heard that protein
adds acid to the body, according to the
acid-alkaline theory. This theory basically
says we should eat alkaline foods in order
to maintain health—and protein is acid. Is
this theory supported by evidence? Yes.
Besides any acid (like phosphoric acid in
sodas) helps to destroy bone. So isn’t that
bad? No! We have to consider relative
amounts of protein and what else the

protein is being eaten with. If protein is
eaten with tons of vegetables and fruit, you
have the basic ingredients for building
bone, at least as far as food goes. I would
go even further with this and say that it
appears that more vegetables and fruit
should be eaten than protein for bone
growth. As with fat loss, bone building
requires a plate with lots and lots of vegetables in comparison to your protein
portion.
The Specifics
The reason why you want to eat
plenty of vegetables and fruit is because
of the copious amounts of minerals and
phytonutrients contained in them. The two
most important minerals for building bone
are magnesium and calcium and they are
both found in high amounts in veggies and
fruit. Not only that, vegetables and fruit
have other very important bone-building
minerals like manganese, copper, potassium, zinc, etc. There are even other
minerals (called trace minerals) found in
plants like boron, strontium, silca, etc. that
help bone significantly too.
Another reason for eating lots of plant
foods for bone health is the amount of
vitamins contained in them; two of the
most important for bone are vitamin C and
vitamin K. If someone was subclinically or
clinicially deficient in one of these vitamins, bone building would not happen
and bone loss would be accelerated.
Some people think the most important
biochemicals for overall health and bone
building are actually the plant chemicals
(phytonutrients). They assist in helping

vitamins and minerals do their thing and
vice versa. Phytonutrients like curcumin,
resveratrol, and EGCG (found in green tea)
are getting a lot of press this days for good
reason. These plant chemicals, and other
phytonutrients like them, have profound
effects on bone health and the whole body.
The really neat thing about them is that
many of them speak directly to your genes,
telling them things like build bone, build
muscle, or burn fat. Another consideration
is that each edible plant contains thousands upon thousands of these phytonutrients, most of which science has not even
begun to study. Mark my words, next
month or next year another phytonutrient
will be discovered to have profound benefits for your health and bones. But do not
wait for science to tell what the next superstar phytonutrient is. Just eat a huge
variety and plenty of plants.
OK, now lets get really specific about
certain plants and herbs to eat for bone
health. What plants have been studied that
seem to impact bone in a positive way?
Dried Plums (Prunes)
The first one is plums, specifically
dried plums or prunes. Science cannot
really point to any specific chemical in it
that promotes bone health. As with all
plant chemicals, the bone building culprit
is the probably the total synergy of the
plant chemicals. Meaning all these phytonutrients work together in order to benefit
the body.
One study showed dried plums improved bone mineral density in postmenopausal women in part due to suppressing
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Keoni teta, ND, LAc

the rate of bone
turnover. In other
words, dried plums
seem to help the
body hold on to
bone. In studies done on osteopenic/osteoporotic rats, dried plums appear to have
a positive impact on both the macro and
microstructure of bone. In fact, one detrimental bone change (destruction of trabecular connectivity), thought by science
to be impossible to reverse was, in fact,
improved with dried plums. There are
many studies on dried plums that indicate
this food improves bone in almost every
possible way. It gives you the best of both
worlds; dried plums build bone and inhibit bone loss at the same time. Besides
helping to build bone, prunes boost immunity and improve digestion.
Why in the world hasn’t your doctor
told you this? Because they just do not
know and conventional medical school
teaches zilch about natural medicine or
functional foods.
Apples
Another food that improves bone
health is the apple. Apples, compared to
other foods, are packed with boron, quercetin, and a little known phytonurient
called phloridzin. Apples, of all the foods,
contain the highest concentration of boron, and boron is needed for healthy
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bones. Quercetin, another phytonutrient,
also found in high amounts in onions,
positively impacts bone health. Another
phytonutrient that is just starting to be
studied for its bone health abilities is phloridzin. Phloridzin has so far only been
found in apples. It appears to attenuate
inflammation and bone resorption, both
good things to do if you want to maintain
bone. The studies done on this compound
so far show it to have broad ranging health
effects like curcumin and resveratrol. Eat
your apples!!! The saying should be, “An
apple a day will keep the bone doctor
away”.
Turmeric (Curcumin)
One herb that seems to be wonderful
for bone, as well as…well, anything related to poor health, is turmeric, or more
specifically it’s most active constituent, the
phytonutrient curcumin. Curcumin has
been shown in a number of studies to help
inhibit bone loss and build bone. So whenever you have a chance to eat some turmeric, you should. It can only help your
bones. In fact, it may even be a good idea
to take a small amount everyday either in
the powdered raw form or the main constituent form as curcumin. I like to mix it
in my smoothies.
Milk Thistle
Another herb that is getting some press
about helping bone health is milk thistle.
This herb is stereotypically known as a
liver-cleansing herb. It is also considered
a very safe herb, and is great for anyone
who works around any industrial chemi-

Are you looking for a spiritual
community where you are accepted
for your beliefs and encouraged to
evolve from your highest potential?
We promote a spiritual way of life
that honors all paths and traditions.
We cordially invite you
to find us at
309 South Maple St., Graham
www.cslgraham.org
336.227.7930
contact@cslgraham.org
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cals.
Milk thistle’s constituents silymarin
and sibinin appear to improve bone health
in animal models through a number of
mechanisms:
1) by differentiation and mineralization
of the bone building cells (osteoblasts);
2) inducing osteoblastic activity while
encumbering osteoclastic activity;
3) manipulating estrogen receptors with
the result of improving bone; and
4) inhibiting osteoclastic formation (cells
the carve or take away bone).
Chinese Herbs
Many Chinese foods/herbs, according
to tradition and evidence, appear to have
profound positive impacts on bone health.
Many of these herbs are very safe to take,
however one should always consult someone trained in Chinese medicine first.
Many people with poor bone health could
be helped quite a bit using some of these,
even with conventional drug therapy.
There are so many herbs in the Chinese
materia medica that improve bone health.
Some of these herbs include the following:
1) Fructus Psoraleae (Psoralea Fruit) or
Bu Gu Zhi
2) Fructus Sophorae (Sophora Fruit) or
Huai Jiao
3) Curculigo orchioides (Golden Eyegrass) or Xian Mao
4) Anemarrhena asphodeloides (Anemarrhena Rhizome) or Zhi Mu
5) Epimedii sagittatum (Horny Goat
Weed) or Yin Yang Huo
6) Salvia miltiorrhiza (Salvia Root) or
Dan Shen

Dairy?
Some of you may be asking why I
haven’t I talked about milk, cheese and
other dairy products. Part of the reason is
that there is some controversy about this.
It is not that they are bad for bone, but in
my opinion they are just old and odd
pieces to this osteoporosis epidemic. I say
“old” because everyone has already heard
about dairy being good for bones. And I
say “odd” because it appears not to be
helping the milk drinking world. The milk
and dairy consuming world are still ravaged by osteopenia and osteoporosis. The
most redeeming quality about these foods
as far as bone is concerned is that they
contain a high amount of calcium. Unfortunately, calcium is only a very small piece
of this bone health problem. Also, there
are plenty of studies that seem to indicate
that plant-based diets should be the foundation in order to build better bones
rather than dairy-based diets.
Bone-building Eating Plan
So, a good diet for bones is one with
a lot of plants, some meat, and a little dairy.
And your bone-building go-to snacks
should plums and apples. And most importantly, minimize the processed food.
Keoni Teta, ND, LAc. is a medically trained
naturopathic physician and licensed acupuncturist practicing at the Naturopathic
Health Clinic of NC in Winston-Salem.
Visit www.nhcnc.com for more info or call
336.724.4452 for an appointment. See ad
on page 47.

If you, a friend or a loved one
are considering
separation and divorce,
consider
Collaborative Family Law,
the respectful and sensible
way to get a divorce
and get on with your life.
If the following values are important to you,
Collaborative is likely to be a workable option:
• I want us to communicate with a tone of respect.
• I want to prioritize the needs of our children.
• My needs and those of my spouse/partner require equal consideration, and I will
listen objectively.
• I believe that working creatively and cooperatively resolves issues.
• It is important to reach beyond today’s frustration and pain to plan for the future.
• I can behave ethically toward my spouse/partner.
• I choose to maintain control of the divorce/separation process with my
spouse/partner, and not relegate it to the courts.

To learn more about Collaborative Family Law, call 336-273-1600
or send an email to srobertson@greensborolaw.com

Steve Robertson –
Member of the Triad Collaborative Law Group

101 West Friendly Avenue, Suite 500 Greensboro, NC 27455
www.Greensborolaw.com
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Winter Blues?
Tips
to Boost Your Mood

T

he holiday season is now upon us and the days have gotten
shorter. We’ve lost the extra hour of daylight and fallen
back to normal time. We usually think this time of year is
full of joy, but for some of us winter brings low spirits as the days
get shorter. Many experience changes in mood and emotions,
feelings of exhaustion and for many of us, feelings of depression
due to lack of sunlight. The severe form of this depression is
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known as Seasonal Affective Disorder (SAD).
If you think you’re experiencing the winter blues, here are
a few suggestions to help you through the wintertime misery.
Color Me Warm.
In winter we think of colors of blues and grays, cold temperatures and staying inside more often. Uplift your mood by

decorating your home with colors of the
sun. These colors evoke images of fire and
heat, enhancing feelings of warmth and
happiness. Reds overcome depression,
encouraging activity which improves our
body metabolism. Orange brings joy and
reduces feelings of grief. Yellow stimulates
the mind, clears your head and also reduces depression.
You don’t need to pick up a paintbrush
to accomplish this. Add colorful pillows
or tablecloths in the colors of the sun.
Place candles with wonderful aromas
around your home. Use sofa or chair covers to brighten up your darker furniture.
Place plants and flowers inside to remind
you of the smells and look of spring and
summer. Even replace hard wooden and
metal blinds with soft curtains.

them help eliminate many germs, insomnia and body aches. Some essential oils
applied directly to the body are used for
healing, calming and balancing thoughts
and emotions. Also using essential oil diffusers in your home can benefit the whole
family. A blend, like Thieves Oil and the
single oil, Melaleuca, are great for relieving colds and flu. Stress Away is great for
calming the stresses in your life. Lavender
Oil is good for calming and sleep. Essential
oils can clear a stuffy nose, relieve a headache and body pains, and add to your
health and wellness.
Remember that winter is a time for
celebration and connecting with family

and friends. Take care of yourself with
these suggestions and experience how
aromatherapy can add to your health and
wellness. If you do these things, you will
survive the bleakness of winter and your
wintertime blues.
Written by Susan Hilton of The Nature
Cottage, a retail store specializing in essential oils, wellness products and wellness
services, such as massage therapy, Quantum Touch, Crystal Therapy, Photonic
Redlight Therapy and the Raindrop technique. 208 E. Center St., Lexington. Visit
www.thenaturecottage.com or email info@
thenaturecottage.com. See ad on page 13.

Be Creative.
Winter is great time to stimulate your
creativity. Visit museums or go to movies
or plays. Hang out with friends and learn
a new game. If you enjoy reading, catch
up on the book or books you’ve been
meaning to read. Organize a room or even
your whole house.
Move.
Another way to beat the winter blues
is to add a new hobby or start exercising.
Anything to get you moving will do. Both
rid feelings of depression, especially exercise. It increases serotonin release in the
body. Bundle up and head outdoors for a
brisk walk, snowball fight or sledding,
playing with your dog or even riding your
horse.
Eat Well.
A balanced diet that will keep you
warding off the winter blues includes
plenty of whole grains, fruits and vegetables. This includes plenty of water. Holidays mean food. Try to stay away from too
many sweets and that includes alcohol.
You will experience a feeling of happiness
initially, but it will soon turn to feelings of
exhaustion and depression.
Consider Aromatherapy.
Depression and lack of energy can
lower your immune system, exposing you
to colds and flu. Consider holistic approaches like aromatherapy for staying
well. The use of therapeutic essential oils
can prevent your body’s immune system
from declining. Bath salts, bath scrubs, and
bath and hand soaps with essential oils in
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There's no place like
for the Holidays
“Where there's hope, there's life. It fills us with fresh courage and makes us strong again.”
Anne Frank, The Diary of a Young Girl: The Definitive Edition

T

he kindest act you can perform for a person is empowering
him to face, endure and overcome life’s challenges. Inspiring hope can ease one’s journey through any terrain no
matter how steep.
Why is Hope so important?
The importance of hope in emotional health
With the tidal wave of baby-boomers landing on the shore
of their golden years, their caretakers will need to be equipped
with mindsets to help offset the emotional challenges that aging
can bring. One of the most influential psychoanalysts of the 20th
century, Dr. Erik Erikson, proposed that after 65, one may inter-

Solutions to problems that develop
inside of your body do not come from
sources outside of the body.
Migraines
Autoimmune Conditions
Digestive Disorders
Immune Deficiencies
Neurological Problems

The brainstem regulates internal
function; if compromised, the body
breaks down and conditions
gradually develop

Find the cause; find the solution

Triad Upper Cervical Clinic
432A W. Mountain St., Kernersville
336.992.2536 www.TriadUpperCervical.com
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pret their life with either integrity or despair. Those who feel
integrity look back with a general feeling of satisfaction and few
regrets. However, those who feel they wasted their life may experience despair. The hope that you provide for them can tip the
scales toward integrity.
According to Erikson, "Hope is both the earliest and the most
indispensable virtue inherent in the state of being alive. If life is
to be sustained, hope must remain, even where confidence is
wounded, trust impaired".
The importance of hope in physical health
Giving hope speeds healing and recovery. According to former

OFFICE SPACE FOR LEASE
2307 • 2309 • 2311
West Cone Blvd.
Greensboro, NC
230-3,075 SF Available

(and everything in-between)

Starting at $175/mo
(including CAM, tax & electric)

• Next to the Greenway
• Serene Courtyard Setting
• On-site Management & Maintenance
• Prominent Location (W Cone & Battleground)
• Specializing in Holistic Healthcare Practices

CALL TODAY TO JOIN
OUR TEAM OF
SUCCESSFUL BUSINESSES!

(336) 288-5200 | www.davidassociates.com

US Surgeon General, C. Everett Coop, MD, “a patient’s faith can
help him or her keep a positive outlook and even abet [aid], the
healing process” (2012). Dr. Coop lived to be 96 years old.
Bedside manners matter! After reviewing 18,753 citations, an
American Medical Association study advised that “clinicians
should be prepared to talk with their patients about the role that
a meditation program could have in addressing psychological
stress”.
Take it to heart. Another major study concluded that reducing
stress was particularly important to those with a cardiovascular
condition. (Kevin W Chen, MPH, Ph.D, 2012)
Time AND Kindness Heal wounds. Numerous medical studies
have revealed that pre-operative distress influences postoperative
outcomes and delays in recovery. (Raghavendra M Rao, H R
Nagendra, [...], and B. S. Srinath). Well controlled studies demonstrate that physical wounds heal significantly faster in relaxed
versus stressed patients.
Why hope so important for the holidays. The greatest spikes of
cardiac and non-cardiac incidences occur on Christmas Day, the
day after Christmas, and on New Year's Day according to David
Phillips, Ph.D., (2004). The need to provide hope during the
holidays is greater than any other time of the year.
How to project hope. A relaxed, smiling and calm demeanor
projects hope. April Wilson, a former Emergency Room nurse at
Duke University shared the fact that “Calm-Breeds-Calm.” Mrs.
Wilson shared this following quote as a stabilizing force for both
patients and professionals during emergency situations: “Now
faith is the substance of things hoped for, the evidence of things
not seen.“ Hebrews 11:1
Dr. Craven Williams, asserts that being totally “with” a person, even silently, fully in the present, is very powerful and
comforting. Breathing WITH the person can increase your calming connection with a person you are comforting, according to
Rev. Susan Sherard. (9-10-2014)
Dr. Kathi Kemper, MD, in her excellent article, Healing,
Basic Requirements and Physical Preparation (Natural Triad, p 8,
Oct. 2014) highlights mental focus as an indispensable skill in
facilitating healing. Dr. Kemper describes mental focus as “the
ability to remain centered while attending to another’s changing
needs" as a very important quality in healing.
The ABC’s of providing healing hope.
The following ABC’s are healthy Attitudes, Breathing and
Choices one can cultivate to remain calm and focused when
helping others.
ATTITUDE
• Know thyself. Take the 20 item Positivity Self-Test at www.
PositivityRatio.com. This test was developed by well known
“Positivity” writer, and distinguished UNC-Chapel Hill Professor, Dr. Barbara L. Fredrickson. Have someone who knows you
anonymously rate you on the Positivity Self-Test. Is your score
and the other score a match?

This vast collection of high quality photos is ideal for anyone
who leads others to a better way of thinking.
• Remember that peaceful acceptance sustains happiness.
BREATHING
A five-minute relaxation breathing exercise is offered by
Kevin Haggerty. Mr. Haggerty advises in his course, The Art
and Science of Meditation, that even two minutes of mindful
breathing can be of benefit (October, 2014). Basically, just pay
attention to the gentle rise and fall of your breath. Be mindful
of each inhale and exhale. But, be patient. Training your attention span is a lot like training an eager, but overactive puppy,
to “sit and stay” in one place. With enough practice you can
train your brain to pay attention to what you are doing in the
now.
CHOICES
Choose to improve your surroundings. Enjoy the “pleasantpresent”. Take Benjamin Franklin’s advice to “face the sun”.
Remember that laughter is good medicine. Keep an informal
gratitude journal, and keep your “whine list “separate from your
gratitude journal.
And finally, choose to trust the calmness of strangers. When
able, provide kindness to strangers, for what you project will
reflect back on you.
Written Ron Rubenzer, PhD, a former school psychologist. Having earned his docturate and two masters degrees at Columbia
University, Dr. Rubenzer is the author of How to Best Handle
Stress. Visit www.drrubenzer.com for more information.

Transpersonal Hypnosis
for Mind, Body, Spirit

Smoking Cessation, Weight Management,
Sleep Improvement, Sports Improvement, Situational Stress,
Gain Self-Control, Memory Enhancement, Fears,
Apprehensions, Past Life Regression,
Spiritual Awareness, Set Goals

Robert M. Merlin, BA, CH, LBLt, MHt
•
•
•
•

Consulting Hypnotist
Board Certified Master Hypnotist
Board Certified NATH Trainer
Board Certified NLP Practitioner

• The world renowned Dr. Andrew Weil suggests repeating to
yourself “I AM AT PEACE”.

Merlin Centre for Hypnosis & Enlightenment Inc.

• Google the term, "positive thinking month", then click on the
word "images". There, you will find hundreds of ready-to-print
positive quotes embedded in beautiful photos. Each image can

www.merlincentre.com
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1403 Sunset Dr., Suite B • Greensboro

336-275-0702

rmmerlin@merlincentre.com
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Community Resources
AROMATHERAPY

COACHING

LOVING SENSE AROMATHERAPY, LLC
1203-F Brandt Street Greensboro 27407
336.294.7727 www.LovingScents.com

DONNA BURICK
Holistic Life Coach, Energy Therapist
336-540-0088 donna@donnaburick.com
www.donnaburick.com

Therapeutic Grade Essential Oils & Aromatherapy Supplies ~ Specialty Blends for
Individuals and Special Populations ~ Aromatherapy Classes, Lectures, Community
Talks ~ 100 Hour Certification Program in
Clinical Aromatherapy ~ Personalized Consultations (by appt) See ad on page 11.

BONE HEALTH
BONES FOR LIFE CLASSES
Betsy Oldenburg 336-288-3145
betsyotrager@earthlink.net
Classes held at PurEnergy Fitness Center
1905 Ashwood Ct., Greensboro
Help strengthen and restore bone mass
naturally. Bones for Life is a movement
program based on the work of Dr. Moshe
Feldenkrais designed to address the deterioration of bone tissue through gentle, safe
movement exploration. The next seven
week course begins January 15 in Greensboro. Contact Betsy for more information
and future class dates. See ad on page 20.

CHIROPRACTIC
ADVANCE CHIROPRACTIC
Susan Sykes, DC
2505 Neudorf Rd., Clemmons
336-766-0888
and Wed. afternoons at 515 College Rd,
Suite 16, Greensboro 336-909-2114
www.advancechironc.com
Gentle chiropractic care, massage therapy,
reflexology, nutrition, pain relief, neurofeedback, personalized care. See ad on
page 33..
THE JOINT
3354 West Friendly Ave. Greensboro
(336)837-6650 and
1011 Hanes Mall Blvd. - Winston-Salem
336-292-2888
www.thejoint.com
Come experience the leader in chiropractic
care: The Joint… the chiropractic place. We
offer expert, responsive care and personalized treatment plans by licensed chiropractors. Our convenient hours include evenings and weekends, and no appointment
is necessary! Regular chiropractic care has
never been so affordable! Four adjustments
a month for only $49! See ad on page 16.
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Desire a results-oriented holistic solution?
Do you yearn to: Create more balance in
your life; Stop feeling so exhausted; Uncover your life’s passion; Attain clarity about
what’s next for you; Revive your relationships; Craft a deeper spiritual connection;
Access a place of health & happiness.
Donna can guide you from here to there,
call for your free 15-minute consultation
and discover a different approach. See ad
on page 22.

COUNSELING
Guilford Counseling, PLLC
Jennifer Cobb, MSW, LCSW
430 Battleground Ave, Greensboro NC
336-337-5469, www.guilfordcounseling.
com, guilfordcounseling@gmail.com
Dedicated to providing effective, evidencebased therapies in an accepting, compassionate environment. Areas of specialization include depression, trauma symptoms,
anxiety, and parenting concerns. I work
with children, adolescents, adults, and
families. If you are ready to experience the
joy and relief of a new and empowered you,
give me a call today. Please visit my website
for more details. See ad on page 47.

COURSES
CAROLINA POLARITY INSTITUTE OF
ENERGETIC STUDIES
www.CarolinaPolarity.com
336-202-0227
Are you ready for a new career in the healing arts? Polarity Therapy is an integrated,
holistic health system that includes energetic bodywork, nutrition, yoga and listening based a combination of Ayurvedic and
Chinese acupressure. This course is a 135
hour program approved by the American
Polarity Assn., and after completion, you
will be an Associate Polarity Practitioner.
Intro class is on Dec. 6 (10am-5pm) and
level 1 of the course begins Jan. 16. Call for
more info. See ad on page 9.
KNEADED ENERGY SCHOOL OF
MASSAGE
321 W. wendover Ave. Greensboro
336-273-1260
www.kneadedenergyschool.com
Continuing Education Program offered at
Professional Massage Therapy Diploma

Program. ENROLL NOW! Day and Evening
Massage Therapy Certification Program is
accepting students. Weekend CE programs
offered year-round. Call or visit web site for
calendar. See ad on page 12.

HYPNOTHERAPY
Forsyth Integrative Therapy
Marcelle Hammer, MA Ed., CMS-CHT
1495 Rymco Drive, Suite 106
Winston-Salem, NC 336-768-7000
www.forsythintegrativetherapy.com
Hypnosis, a natural phenomena of deep
relaxation and focused concentration, uses
your powerful subconscious mind to assist
you in achieving your goals. Hypnotherapy
has been proven to be effective for weight
loss; smoking cessation; reducing or eliminating pain, fears and phobias; creating a
fear-free, more comfortable childbirth and
overcoming limitations to find peace and
balance in one's life. See ad page 41.
Merlin Centre for Hypnosis &
Enlightenment Inc.
Robert Michael Merlin, BA, CH, CI,NLPp,
LBLt, MHt
1403 Sunset Dr., Suite B, Greensboro
336-275-0702 www.merlincentre.com
info@merlincentre.com
Transpersonal Hypnotherapy is an integrated form of hypnosis which combines
mind, body and spirit. You are gently
guided to a deep relaxing alpha state so you
can begin to achieve your goals using the
power of your subconscious mind. You can
begin to overcome unwanted habits like
nail biting, tobacco smoking and dipping,
mindless overeating, lack of focus, hair
pulling, teeth grinding, outbursts of anger
and many more. Many positive habits can
be instilled like self-confidence, self-esteem, public speaking, sports performance,
goal, relationship skills, setting, self-control,
exercise, performing arts, enhanced learning skills, peaceful sleep, motivation, relaxation and weight management. Hypnosis
can help with finding lost objects, wellness,
concentration, pain management, sales
skills, body image, fears, dental procedures,
situational stress and grief management. On
the spiritual side, mindful meditation, past
life regression and Dr. Newtons’ Life Between Lives work can help you discover
your truth for being here and help you to
attain a true peace within yourself. See ad
page 43.

NATUROPATHIC
PHYSICIANS

GREENSBORO ACUPUNCTURE &
NATUROPATHIC CENTER
Dr. Allison Scott
301 South Elm St., Ste 310, Greensboro
336-848-7539
www.gsohealth.com
You deserve to have options in your healthcare journey. We offer a different vision of
practical healthcare solutions by treating
people and not just symptoms. Greensboro
Acupuncture and Naturopathic Center is
conveniently located in downtown Greensboro.
Naturopathic Health Clinic of
NC & Metabolic effect
2522 Reynolda Rd., Winston-Salem
336-724-4452
www.naturopathichealthclinic.com
Keoni Teta, ND, LAc, CSCS; Jade Teta, ND,
CSCS, Jillian Sarno Teta, ND. Helping individuals & families optimize wellness with
comprehensive science-based healthcare.
We utilize natural therapies—functional
nutrition, homeopathy, acupuncture, functional exercise, botanical & environmental
medicine—that treat the cause of disease,
rather than just managing symptoms. See
ad on page 47.
Triad Natural Health Center
214 East Mountain Street, Suite 105
Kernersville. 336-655-2832
Dr. Aimee Sheppard, ND, MsOM, LAc
Dr. Sheppard is a graduate of Bastyr University and a Washington state licensed
naturopathic physician, and a NC licensed
acupuncturist. Naturopathic and Oriental
Medicine embrace balance in the BodyMindSpirit through diet, lifestyle, herbal
therapies, clinical nutrition, homeopathy,
acupuncture and naturopathic and Chinese
physical therapeutics. Achieving balance
promotes health and wellness in the BodyMindSpirit.

PAIN TREATMENT
Forsyth Integrative Therapy
Marcelle Hammer, MA Ed.,CMS-CHT
1495 Rymco Drive, Suite 106
Winston-Salem, NC
336-768-7000
www.forsythintegrativetherapy.com
Offering treatment for pain relief with your
choice of 2 modalities – Hypnotherapy and
Ortho-Bionomy. Research studies show that
medical hypnotherapy is effective in easing
or eliminating acute and chronic pain.
Hypnosis is a natural phenomenon of deep
relaxation and focused concentration using
the subconscious mind to change the feartension-pain cycle to comfort, peace and

relaxation. Ortho-Bionomy is a body therapy that reduces muscle tension, soothes
joints, increases flexibility and range of
motion bringing an experience of deep
relaxation. The entire session is done
within the range of comfort. It is highly effective in relieving both acute and chronic
pain. Release often continues after the session has ended. See ad on page 41.
MCKEITHAN PAIN TREATMENT CTR
Kent McKeithan, Rebecca Vogler
1169 Edgebrook Dr. - Winston-Salem
336-761-0501 www.mckeithanptc.com
Treating chronic pain, preventing acute pain from
becoming chronic.
•Our full attention and
commitment that your pain
be resolved, not “man-

aged”.
•Two experienced practitioners listen to
you – carefully – to understand the nature
and extent of your unresolved pain.
• Specific treatment customized to address
the CAUSE of your pain. NCLMBT2054See ad on page 14.

REIKI
ZENYAH GARDEN REIKI
Holistic Healing & Gifts - 336- 501-8981
900 16th St., Suite 202 - Greensboro
Sanja Grgich-TUL ordained, INHA member
www.facebook.com/zenyahgarden
Of eastern European origin,
Sanja has practiced different spiritual techniques for
more than 20 years, such as
Rebirthing, Bhakti and Hatha Yoga, Buddhism, alchemy, tarot, and Kabbalah, with Reiki being the crowning of it all.
Zenyah Garden Reiki offers healing sessions
starting at $25, all Reiki level classes starting
at $65. The spiritual gifts include blessed
semiprecious prayer beads/malas that can
be purchased for $25 (in a decorative
pouch) at The Creative Center Gallery. More
gift selection is coming soon, as is a website. Please inquire on Facebook or call for
more information about the classes, healing, and gifts. Give yourself a gift of Reiki!
Yours in Universal Love. See ad on page 20.

SMOKING CESSATION
Merlin Centre for Hypnosis &
Enlightenment Inc.
Robert Michael Merlin, BA, CH, CI,NLPp,
LBLt, MHt
1403 Sunset Dr., Suite B, Greensboro
336-275-0702 www.merlincentre.com
info@merlincentre.com
Do you want to stop smoking tobacco or
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stop chewing tobacco? Have you tried to
stop by using drugs, cold turkey, e-cigs or
patches? Do you want to Stop Now and
gain control back over your life? If you have
had enough of nicotine then Merlin Centre
can help you quit now. Hundreds of everyday people have stopped their tobacco
habit using our NGH certified smoking
cessation program. After years of helping
people quit this habit, we have developed
a new program that works even better. It is
quick, easy and relaxing. We use the latest
CDC educational material to bring you up
to date on what tobacco does to your body
and the people around you as well as what
happens to the body and mind when you
quit smoking or dipping. No drugs, no
weight gain, no painful urges. Do not be an
ex-smoker who always wants to smoke
again. This program creates non-smokers
because non-smokers do not smoke. Please
see our website for testimonials. See ad
page 43.

THETA HEALING®
UnderstandAnimals.com
Naomi Harel, B. A.
Certified ThetaHealing® Instructor &
Practitioner
Greensboro 919-606-0621
Naomi@understandanimals.com
ThetaHealing®, developed by Vianna Stibal
in 1995, is a meditative, focused prayer
technique that uses the theta brainwave to
make instant changes to the subconscious
and other levels of one's being. Past life
trauma, self sabotaging blocks and other
limiting beliefs can be cleared, and health
and well being can be improved. Works
wonderfully for pets. Call for a session or
register for a seminar and learn to do this
amazing work for yourself. Free consultations are always available to answer your
questions. See ad on page 24.

WEIGHT LOSS
Forsyth Integrative Therapy
Marcelle Hammer, MA Ed., CMS-CHT
1495 Rymco Drive, Suite 106
Winston-Salem, NC
336-768-7000
www.forsythintegrativetherapy.com
Virtual Gastric Band, based on Sheila
Granger's work, consists of four sessions
using the concept of a "virtual" gastric band
and clinical hypnotherapy. Virtual Gastric
Band, a non-surgical technique, uses your
powerful subconscious mind to retrain you
to be satisfied on smaller amounts of food
and be motivated to exercise. It changes
how you think about food and gives very
safe and very predictable results. It is most
definitely not a diet. Virtual Gastric Band
allows you to eat what you want but you
are satisfied on smaller portions. And be-
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cause it is not a diet, you won't feel deprived, miserable or hungry - the issues
which cause diets to fail. As Virtual Gastric
Band effectively negates these issues, you
finally have an effective, long-term solution
to reaching and maintaining your ideal
weight. See ad on page 41.
Merlin Centre for Hypnosis &
Enlightenment Inc.
Robert Michael Merlin, BA, CH, CI,NLPp,
LBLt, MHt
1403 Sunset Dr., Suite B, Greensboro
336-275-0702 www.merlincentre.com
info@merlincentre.com
Have you tried diet after diet and still continue to be overweight? Hypnosis breaks
the old habits from the past and reframes
new habits that will keep you at your perfect
size and shape without dieting. This is a fun
and easy way to get back control of your
body and your mind and to keep the weight
off once and for all. Hypnosis can help you
get rid of your emotional attachments to
food whether you want to lose 10lbs or
30lbs. If you would like to lose more than
40lbs, Merlin Centre has the program for
you. The Tooley Mental Gastric Band was
developed in California by Duncan Tooley
with the holistic American in mind. It utilizes the Mayo Clinic model of education,
Transpersonal Hypnosis and the power of

intention. You eat what you want and when
you want. You are in control of your eating
habits using the power of your subconscious mind. The mental gastric band gives
you the ability to shrink your stomach and
to eat smaller quantities without being
hungry or feeling deprived. This is a live
style change for the better so you can maintain your perfect size and shape without
any side effects from drugs or surgery. The
Merlin Centre is the only Tooley Mental
Gastric Band certified center in NC. Please
visit our website for testimonials. See ad on
page 43.

WELLNESS CENTERS
A VIEW TO YOUR HEALTH, PHMA
Dale Kanterman, Naturopath
2309 West Cone Blvd., Suite 201
Greensboro, NC 27408
336-763-2459
www.AViewToYourHealth.com
A wide range of programs to address: smoking cessation, low energy, thyroid dysfunction, brain fog, emotional imbalances,
weight loss, sugar control and much more!
AVTYH utilizes body chemistry testing for
nutritional needs, men and woman’s hormone and gut issues. We are trained with
tongue, nail, sclerology, and foot glyphology analysis for indications of the inner
terrain, and use various technologies to
assist. See ad on page 36.

The Center for Holistic Healing
1623 York Ave Suite 103 - High Point NC
336-841-4307
www.center4holistichealing.com
The Center for Holistic Healing is an integrative healing center. Our desire is to offer
you an opportunity to work on yourself as
a whole; mind, body, and spirit, with the
help of a team of professionals. We offer
mental health counseling, acupuncture,
Reiki, massage, healing touch, registered
dietician services, yoga, and wellness focused groups and classes. Call or visit our
website for more info. See ad on page 26.

YOGA & TAI CHI
SILK TIGER SCHOOL OF T'AI CHI CH'UAN
Convenient Locations throughout the
Piedmont
336-449-3284
www.silktigertaichi.com
Classes in the ancient art of T'ai Chi focus
on health! Certified Instructor Eric Reiss,
with 40 years experience, guides students
in gentle yet challenging movements suitable for all ages and levels of fitness. Benefits include: reduced stress, increased
strength, improved balance, greater flexibility. Visit website for complete schedule and
information on upcoming events! Relax Renew - Rejuvenate!

506- A S out h Elm S treet
Greensboro, Nor t h Carolin a
Appoint ment s: 336.41 2 .2 6 4 6
www.salonboho.c om
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Community EVENTS
December 2-24
Thai Massage December Special. Thai massage is a combination of acupressure along
the major meridians SEN (energy lines reducing blockages) that run throughout the body
and yoga-like stretching. Benefits: relieves
muscle tension, ligaments, spasms, stress and
pain… Increases circulation causing joints to
become more flexible and have more range
of motion…Ultimately creating a sense of
well-being and a NEW HEALTHIER YOU.
90/120 min $99/$129. Tel: 336-855-1860.
Holden Executive Ctr.,1921 D Boulevard St.
Greensboro. email: jwhite_huffman@yahoo.
com. website: www.jillwhite-huffman.org
Free 30-minute Face to Face Consultations.
Jill White-Huffman, Licensed Professional
Counselor and Marriage & Family Therapist
will be offering free 30 minute consultations
to Individuals and Couples throughout December. As a former Personal Trainer and
current Massage & Bodywork Therapist and
Licensed Professional Counselor, Jill enjoys
helping those with physical, emotional and
relational challenges… She also enjoys working with professionals in the areas of stress
management and work-life balances issues as
it relates to depression, anxiety reduction,
self-esteem, women's issues, career concerns,
mid-life crisis, in-laws, elderly parents, burnout and a lack of quality life concerns. Call or
email Jill White-Huffman to schedule YOUR
session Today! 336-855-1860 via email:
jwhite_huffman@yahoo.com Also visit: www.
marriagecounselingingreensboro.com. Location: 1921 D Boulevard St. Greensboro.

Wednesday, December 3
Beginners’ Tai Chi Class. 12-1pm. This small
and supportive class is offered the first
Wednesday of every month. Tai chi is a lowimpact, slow-motion exercise that addresses
many of the key components of fitness, especially muscle strength, flexibility and balance.
As a mind-body practice, it can also be a
helpful tool to reduce stress and can be easily adapted for those with health issues or
physical limitations. Beginners’ Tai Chi will
be facilitated by Becky Joyce of Integrative
Therapies located at 7-E Oak Branch Drive in
Greensboro. Phone 336-294-0910 for introductory rates and registration. Please visit our
website, www.integrativetherapies.net, for
more information on services and classes.

Healing Touch Clinic. The Healing Touch
Clinic is held once a month at West Market
United Methodist Church, 301 W. Market St.
Room 109, GB. Appts available at 5:30, 6:30
or 7:30. Healing Touch relieves pain, eases
stress and anxiety, instills serenity, nourishes
mind, body, spirit and helps the body selfheal. HT is described as a Biofield Therapy by
the National Institute of Health and compliments conventional health care. Cost is Love
Offering. Contact Lundee Amos at 336-2882764 or email lundeeht@gmail.com

Thursday, December 4
Path To Wellness. 7-8:20pm. First Thursday
monthly. Facilitated by Lori Loveland, M.A.,
Center Director. Everyone wants to enjoy a
happy healthy life and there are many ideas
about how to achieve this. At ‘Path to Wellness’, we will share with you some of the
foundational principles that guide our therapy
programs and help you understand the common threads that connect our healthcare offerings at the center. This introductory class is
intended to shed light on some of the basic
‘stepping stones’ to harnessing your healing
potential and to provide you with a foundation
to capitalize on the therapeutic opportunities
that may lay ahead on your personal path to
wellness. This class is helpful to people with
pain, stress, FM and musculoskeletal issues
and is free to the community. Location: Integrative Therapies, 7-E Oak Branch Dr., GSO.
Call 336-294-0910 to register. For more info:
www.integrativetherapies.net

Friday, December 5
Woman to Woman. 1:30-2:30pm. First Friday
monthly. Woman to Woman is a support group
for all women who are seeking a life of harmony and peace. Through the sharing of life
experiences, participants provide one another with support, strength and the common
bond of friendship. The group provides a safe,
nurturing environment for women to gather
and share their concerns, experiences and
wisdom. Registration not required. No set fee,
but donations are appropriate. The group is
led by Pat Tadlock, RN NP, a retired Women's
Health Nurse Practitioner. She also provides
Healing Touch and Reiki at the Center. Location: 1623 York Ave, Ste. 102, HP. For more
info call 841-4307 or visit www.chhtree.com

Saturday/Sunday, December 6, 7
Flying Pig Pottery NC Open Studio Sale.
10am-3pm. Pottery for your home and garden.
Covered mugs, dinnerware, decorative bird
boxes, sponge holders, and more. Open by
appointment www.flyingpigpotterync.com or
flyingpignc@gmail.com.

Saturday, December 6
Grand Opening for the Inspiration Station
bookstore for New Age books and gifts. 10am2 pm. Join us for unusual books and gifts. We
are also having a bake sale that day with lots
of tasty goodies. Bookstore will be open each
Sunday following the Celebration Service.
Location: Center for Spiritual Living, 309 S.
Maple St., Graham.
CPR, Basic Life Support, and First Aid Classes. (1) Basic Life Support: 8am-12n. $60. 2
Year Certification. (2) First Aid:1-4pm. $46. 2
Year Certification. (3) Bloodborne Pathogens:
4-4:30pm. $15. Yearly Certification. Instructor:
Holly Carr, Certified CPR Instructor. These are
all American Heart Association courses. According to the American Heart Association,
performing CPR can greatly improve the
outcome of a victim of cardiac arrest. Learn
what to do when you’re not sure what to do...
Take a First Aid Class and be ready for rescue!
All courses are tailored for first-time and renewing students. Completion letters are given
at the time of class and cards are issued
within a week. Students are welcome to sign
up for all 3 classes or just 1 class or 2 classes!
However, you must pre-register and pre-pay
by noon on Dec. 1 as class size is limited. Call
The Center for Holistic Healing to pre-register
and pre-pay for the courses. 336-841-4307.
Location: Center for Holistic Healing, 1623
York Ave, Suite 102, HP. Call 841-4307 or
visit www.chhtree.com for more information.

Monday, December 8
CHH Book Club. 6-7pm. (second Monday
monthly). Led by Heather Mask, LPC and
Rodney Owen, a practitioner and teacher of
Tai Chi, Qigong, Meditation, and Kriya Yoga
Meditation www.intaiji.com. The CHH Book
Club is currently reading and discussng the
book Seven Lessons in Conscious Living, by
Roy Eugene Davis. This is an excellent book
on holistic lifestyle guidelines and effective

Are you as happy as you’d like to be?
Are you sad, anxious, irritable?
We can help!

HOPE. HEALING. TRANSFORMATION.
430 Battleground Ave.
Greensboro

336.337.5469
www.GuilfordCounseling.com

GUILFORD COUNSELING, PLLC
GuilfordCounseling@gmail.com
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meditation routines from the Kriya Yoga tradition. The group is free. However, participants
will need to purchase their own book. Please
have the book read through once before you
attend group. Chapter 2 is for the December
meeting. Each chapter includes a section on
lifestyle guidelines and a section on meditation techniques. We will discuss the chapter
and practice some of the techniques. If you
are interested in participating in the book club
study group, please call 841-4307 and let us
know you plan on participating so we can
make sure we have you on the list. Location:
Skeet Club Recereational Center.

Saturday, December 13
Peaceful Body-Peaceful Mind Workshop Embodied Practices for Stress Management.
12-3pm. Instructor Rodney Owen is a practitioner and teacher of Tai Chi, Qigong, Meditation, and Kriya Yoga Meditation www.intaiji.
com. Peaceful Body-Peaceful Mind is an
embodied approach to stress management and
peace wherein we work towards a unified
state. It is common knowledge that mental
and emotional stress affects our bodies, and
physical stress can affect our emotions and
mental health. In this workshop we will work
with the tools of Qigong (Chi Kung), Meditation, Tai Chi, Yoga, and good old fashioned
positive thinking to address stress management. The focus will be on learning to be
unified (one in mind, body, and spirit) in dayto-day activities. We will utilize these arts in
a practical sense and will not be discussing
or utilizing spiritual, religious, medical, or
martial practices. Cost: $30. Please pre-register with a $10 deposit by Dec. 10. Location:
Center for Holistic Healing, 1623 York Ave,
Suite 102, HP. Call 841-4307 or visit www.
chhtree.com for more information.
KAP Wellness Holistic Health Center, LLC
Open House. 2-6pm. Please join us for food,
fun, and fellowship to celebrate oour grand
opening. KAP Wellness is a holistic health
center that puts the needs of their clients first.
KAP Wellness focuses on lifestyle modifica-

Forsyth Integrative Therapy

an integrated path to health and well-being

Do you eat when stressed,
bored or for comfort?
Do you crave sweets, carbs or salty foods?
Do you need motivation to exercise?
If you answered yes to any of these questions,
then Virtual Gastric Band is for you.

Marcelle Hammer, MA Ed

Certified Medical Support Clinical Hypnotherapist

336.768.7000

www.ForsythIntegrativeTherapy.com
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tions and utilizes homeopathy, botanical
medicines, mind-body medicine and other
natural healing modalities to help restore
optimal health to individuals. KAP Wellness
offers holistic healthcare for all individuals,
men, women and children, with a main focus
on women of child-bearing age. Dr. Kiayia
Propst is a naturopathic physician who is
skilled at helping individuals suffering from
acute and chronic illness including but not
limited to any autoimmune disease, diabetes,
stress and anxiety, hypertension, obesity, cardiovascular disease, and women’s health.
Those whose main focus is on maintaining
wellness are also welcome. Location: 2300
West Meadowview Road, Suite 208 Wrightsville Bldg, Greensboro. For more information
call or email Kiayia Propst at 336.907.7871
or kiayiapropstnd@gmail.com.

Sunday, December 14
Meditation Workshop. 10am-12:30pm. In this
workshop, we will explore fundamental practices of Chinese meditation for health, energy,
and spiritual enlightenment. Research proves
that meditation reduces stress and extends the
lifespan. In just ten minutes a day we can
boost the immune system, strengthen the
heart, and enjoy fewer visits to the doctor!
Meditation also leads one to discover the true
path, or “Way,” as studied in Taoist philosophy.
The practice allows us to cultivate sensitivity
to others, as well as to the subtle energies
existing all around us. Attention will be placed
on opening the energy pathways of the body
in order to remove blockages and improve
health! Learn why meditation needs to be part
of everyone's fitness regimen! [Open to beginners and all levels of experience. Bring your
own zafu, or enjoy the cushions provided.]
Instructor Eric Reiss, has 40 years experience
in T'ai Chi Ch'uan and Qigong. He is Chief
Instructor of Silk Tiger School of T'ai Chi
Ch'uan, and is certified by the National T'ai
Chi Ch'uan Association, Los Angeles, CA.
Cost: $35. Call to reserve your spot: 336-4493284. Visit www.silktigertaichi.info. Location:
Triad Yoga Institute, 3940 W. Market St.,
Greensboro, NC.
Center for Spiritual Living. Join us for a special
service explaining and celebrating Hanukah.
Meditation 10:30 am. Celebration Service 11
am. Location: 309 S. Maple, Graham.

Saturday, December 20
CPR, Basic Life Support, and First Aid Classes. (1) Basic Life Support: 8am-12n. $60. 2
Year Certification. (2) First Aid:1-4pm. $46. 2
Year Certification. (3) Bloodborne Pathogens:
4-4:30pm. $15. Yearly Certification. Instructor:
Holly Carr, Certified CPR Instructor. These are
all American Heart Association courses. According to the American Heart Association,
performing CPR can greatly improve the
outcome of a victim of cardiac arrest. Learn
what to do when you’re not sure what to do...
Take a First Aid Class and be ready for rescue!
All courses are tailored for first-time and renewing students. Completion letters are given
at the time of class and cards are issued
within a week. Students are welcome to sign
up for all 3 classes or just 1 class or 2 classes!
However, you must pre-register and pre-pay

by noon on Dec. 15 as class size is limited.
Call The Center for Holistic Healing to preregister and pre-pay for the courses. 336-8414307. Location: Center for Holistic Healing,
1623 York Ave, Suite 102, HP. Call 841-4307
or visit www.chhtree.com for more info.
Pet Loss Support Group. 10-11:30am. Led By:
Valarie Snell, LCSW. Losing a loved one is
always painful. Many times when we lose a
pet, we can feel that there is no place for us
to grieve, and that no one will understand.
This is a place that we want it to be safe to
express this pain, and to gather support from
others who have also lost a pet. Cost: $15.
Location: 1623 York Ave, Suite 102, HP. Call
841-4307 or visit www.chhtree.com.
Free Qigong in High Point. 10-11am. The
Center for Holistic Healing and Insight Taiji
will be offering free Qigong once a month on
Saturdays. Instructor, Rodney Owen is a practitioner and teacher of Taijiquan, Qigong,
Kung Fu, and Meditation. This event is held at
Festival Park, Oak Hollow Lake in High Point,
NC. Qigong is a gentle, meditative, self-nurturing exercise, and an excellent complementary healing practice. This training is lowimpact and is appropriate for all ages and
fitness levels. For more information please call
The Center for Holistic Healing at 841-4307.

Friday, January 2
Woman to Woman. 1:30-2:30pm. First Friday
monthly. Woman to Woman is a support group
for all women who are seeking a life of harmony and peace. Through the sharing of life
experiences, participants provide one another with support, strength and the common
bond of friendship. The group provides a safe,
nurturing environment for women to gather
and share their concerns, experiences and
wisdom. Registration not required. No set fee,
but donations are appropriate. The group is
led by Pat Tadlock, RN NP, a retired Women's
Health Nurse Practitioner. She also provides
Healing Touch and Reiki at the Center. Location: 1623 York Ave, Ste. 102, HP. For more
info call 841-4307 or visit www.chhtree.com

Saturday, January 17
Ayurveda: Yoga's Sister Science. 2-4pm.
Ayurveda is the 5,000 year-old system of
natural health care in India that is yoga's sister
science. Following an overview of Ayurveda,
you will discover your dosha--your individual mind/body type--and learn how to maintain
health and wellbeing with diet and lifestyle
practices that follow the rhythms of nature.
We hope you will join us as we explore health
and wellbeing from an Ayurvedic perspective!
Instructor Jane Allen is a Registered Yoga
Teacher (500) and a certified yoga therapist.
She is also a graduate of the Ayurvedic Institute, with a 650-hour certificate from Dr.
Vasant Lad. Cost: $25. Please pre-register by
5pm on January 9 with a $10 deposit. Location. Center for Holistic Healing, 1623 York
Ave, Suite 102, HP. Call 841-4307 or visit
www.chhtree.com for more information.

ONGOING Calendar

sunday
Meditation and Celebration Service. Join us
for inspirational and thought-provoking speakers. We are a Center that honors all spiritual
traditions. Meditation at 10:30am and Celebration Service at 11:00. At Center for Spiritual Living in Graham, NC. 309 S. Maple St.
Graham. For more information contact@cslgraham.org or www.cslgraham.org.
Sunday Meditation.11-12:00 N. Please join
us for a community gathering. Location: Healing from Inside Out Wellness Center, 1116
Hwy 801 North, Advance. For info, call 336493-2009.

monday
FREE Public Tai Chi Practice. Monday through
Thursday mornings from 7:45-8:30 AM at
Washington Park Shelter at Vintage Avenue
and Park Road in Winston- Salem. Facilitated
by David Harold with Three Treasures Tai Chi.
Practices from both Chen and Yang styles.
Contact david.harold@gmail.com for the
holiday schedule or for more information.
Yoga for Every Body. 8:30-9:4am & 6:307:45pm. Yoga movement postures, stretching
& restorative sequences. Perfect for beginners
through experienced practitioners. Drop in
$15, packages available. Location: Healing
from Inside Out Wellness Center, 1116 Hwy
801 N., Advance. For info, call Becky 336414-3480 or email mignon.zimmerman65@
gmail.com
Community Acupuncture Clinic. 12-4:15pm.
Led by Holly Carr, MS, L.Ac. Come experience
acupuncture! The Center for Holistic Healing’s
community acupuncture clinic offers effective affordable treatment in a relaxing group
setting. Patients receive professional, safe,
personalized care in a peaceful group center.
By treating several patients at once we lower
our costs and pass our savings on to you. The
types of conditions that this setting is most
conducive for include: Anxiety and stress,
Headaches, Digestive problems, Insomnia,
Addictions, Acute and chronic pain, Smoking cessation, Emotional problems as well as
general health maintenance and relaxation.
Cost: $30/person/visit. Clinic is held at The
Center for Holistic Healing in High Point. For
more info or to make an appointment, contact
The Center for Holistic Healing at 841-4307.
Stillpoint Acupuncture Clinic. 1:30–6pm.
Stillpoint Acupuncture Community Clinicoffers a low cost, community-centered way to
provide acupuncture treatments for a wide
variety of health concerns. Making acupuncture affordable and convenient are the primary
aims of this clinic. Using a model similar to
that practiced in China, the clinic setting allows us to see more people at once, thereby
reducing our cost and yours. Call 336-5102029 for an appointment. 1901 Lendew St.,
Ste.11,GSO. www.stillpointacupuncture.com

Beginner’s Hatha Yoga. 6-7:15pm. Taught by
Gus Stephens, RYT. Description: In this class
each week we will explore a combination of
gentle stretching, toning, relaxation and flexibility using traditional Hatha yoga poses. Participants are encouraged to work within their
personal zone of comfort and ability. Yoga
breath, or Pranayama breath, is explored and
integrated into the poses and relaxation. The
last 10 to 15 minutes of class are dedicated to
Yoga Nidra, a guided meditation that allows
the body to assimilate the multiple benefits of
the yoga hour. The basic moves include rotation, forward and lateral bending, and back
extensions. Class is limited to 5 students to
allow for personal attention for all students.
Cost: $40/month due the first class of the
month or Drop in rate of $12/class. Location:
The Center for Holistic Healing, 1623 York
Ave., Suite 102, HP. For more info,or to reserve
your spot, call 336-841-4307.
Tai Chi Fundamentals: An Intergenerational
Tai Chi Class. 7-8pm. For people of any age
at the Shepherds Center, 1700 Ebert Rd, WS.
First class is free. $25 for 3 classes, Dec 1,
8, 15. There are no classes December 22
and 29. 2015 classes will begin on January
5. New members may join this class at any
time. Taught by Sandy Seeber & Alan Graham
of Three Treasures Tai Chi. For more info or to
register, call Alan at 336.416.9426 or email
info@alangrahamdc.com

tuesday
T'ai Chi Classes. 12:30-1:30pm. T'ai Chi for
health, meditation and self-defense. Improve
balance, strength and flexibility. Beginners
welcome. Triad Yoga Institute, 3940 W.
Market St., GSO. 336-449-3284. Phone for
special introductory rates. Your instructor has
40 years experience in T'ai Chi Ch'uan, and
is certified to teach by The National T'ai Chi
Ch'uan Assn., Los Angeles, CA. See full class
schedule at www.silktigertaichi.com.
Date and Acquaintance Rape Support Group.
5:30-7pm. We invite you to meet and gather
with support from fellow survivor and learn
from each other. This group has an interactive
focus with some guidance from the facilitator.
Led by Valarie Snell, LCSW. Cost: $20/group.
Please call CHH and ask for Valarie for more
info. 336 841 4307. Group members will need
to speak with Valarie Snell prior to attending group. For more info please contact The
Center for Holistic Healing at 336-841-4307
or visit www.chhtree.com
T'ai Chi Ch'uan Classes. 5:30-6:30pm (Beginners) and 6:30-7:30pm (Advanced). T'ai
Chi for health, meditation and self-defense.
Improve balance, strength and flexibility.
Classes held at First Reformed United Church
of Christ, 513 W. Front St., Burlington. 336449-3284. Phone for special introductory
rates. Your instructor has 40 years experience
in T'ai Chi Ch'uan, and is certified to teach
by The National Tai Chi Ch'uan Assn., Los
Angeles, CA. See full class schedule at www.
silktigertaichi.com.
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Want to Learn Reiki in a private one-on-one
setting? Dec. 2, 9, 16. 5:30-7:30pm. Learn
how to become a level 1 practitioner. After
being attuned to this wonderful healing energy
you can then treat yourself, family, friends and
even your pets. After completion of these three
classes you receive a level 1 certificate based
on your knowledge of the history, chakra system and chi flow, proper techniques and the
benefits of Reiki. Learn how to keep yourself
and loved ones healthy through the healing
energy of Reiki. $125 for these private lessons
due on first day of class. For more info, contact
Lori Alderman, Reiki master teacher, certified
Reflexologist, and Herbalist at 336-339-0656
or at slreflexology@gmail.com
Yoga for Health. 6-7:20pm. This class series
draws on the wisdom of Yoga while providing you with guidance in stretching and
strengthening exercises as well as strategies to
promote relaxation. The sessions are designed
to support body awareness and to be gentle
enough for those who are dealing with pain or
musculoskeletal issues. All classes are geared
toward beginners and intermediate students.
Facilitated by Heather Fields, who is a Certified Yoga Instructor and licensed therapist.
Individual sessions are available upon request. Fee: $13/class or $45/month, if paid in
advance. Location: Integrative Therapies, 7-E
Oak Branch Dr., GSO. Call 336-294-0910 to
register. Our website calendar is available at
www.integrativetherapies.net

wednesday
Tai Chi for Seniors age 50 and above. 12 noon
at the Shepherds Center Ebert St location in
Winston-Salem. First class is free. Cost $15
for 3 classes on Dec 3, 10, 17. There are no
classes Dec 24 or 31. 2015 classes will begin
on January 7. New members may join the class
at any time. Taught by Sandy Seeber and Alan
Graham with Three Treasures Tai Chi. For info
or to register, call Sandy at 336.724.1822 or
email sandy@threetreasures.org
Guidepost Series. 12-1pm. Second, third,
and fourth Wednesday monthly. Facilitated by
Becky Joyce, CNMT, LMBT. This series is intended to offer you some of the essential skills
for promoting health and wellness. Whether
you are attempting to recover from an injury
or dealing with a long-standing health concern, the Guidepost Series can support you
in reaching your wellness goals. Each session
helps you embrace your inner healer through
guidance that is practical, simple, and enjoyable. Location: Integrative Therapies, 7-E Oak
Branch Dr., GSO Class fee is $10 per class.
336-294-0910 to register or for more info.
Our website calendar is available at www.
integrativetherapies.net
Yoga and Pilates for Everyone. 1:30-2:30pm.
Taught by Vicki Bartnikowski, this class will
be a combination of gentle Yoga and beginner
Pilates, so if you are new to either, you will
enjoy this class. Both Yoga and Pilates are
low impact and for people of all ages, so you
will begin and progress at your own pace and
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individual fitness level. Both methods provide
core strengthening, better balance and over
time will condition and tone your entire
body. There will be plenty of stretching for increased flexibility and will leave you relaxed,
energized, and with a feeling of general well
being all at the same time. Class limited to 5
students to allow for personal attention for all
students. $40/month due the first class of the
month or Drop in rate of $12/class. Location:
The Center for Holistic Healing, 1623 York
Ave., Suite 102, HP. For more info,or to reserve
your spot, call 336-841-4307.
Hunyuan Chen 48 Form class. 5:15-6:30pm.
For the first time in over two years this class is
now open for new students. This elegant traditional form is challenging and very rewarding.
Excellent for those seeking to deepen their
Tai Chi training, or for dedicated beginners.
Taught by David Harold with Three Treasures
Tai Chi. Class limited to 8. $50 per month.
Location: 18 Springs Yoga, 2424 Reynolda
Road, Winston-Salem. (Formerly WinstonSalem Yoga Therapy). For more information
or to register, contact David at david.harold@
gmail.com for more information or to register
Foundations Yoga. 6-7:15pm. Taught by Michelle Stevens, RYT. In this class we will go
over some of the tools to create a balanced
yoga practice on and off the mat. The class
will focus on breath, the practice of an array of positions for all levels of ability and
the engagement of mindfulness. This class is
suitable for the first timer, the seasoned yogi
and everyone in between. Class is limited to 5
students to allow for personal attention for all
students. Cost: $40/month due the first class of
the month or Drop in rate of $12/class. Location: The Center for Holistic Healing, 1623
York Ave., Suite 102, HP. For more info,or to
reserve your spot, call 336-841-4307.
Qigong. 6:30-7:30pm. Qigong has been an
integral part of Chinese culture since at least
the first millennium BCE. Today it is most
often referred to as breathing and qi (energy)
circulation techniques that are capable of
improving health, preventing illnesses and
strengthening the body. We will seek to balance and strengthen the qi throughout the
body using static (sitting, standing, lying down
meditation) and dynamic (simple repetitive
motions) exercises. Research has found
various forms of qigong effective in improving
immune function and sleep quality; reducing stress; increasing quality of life, balance,
cardiovascular function, flexibility, strength,
and kinesthetic sense; and easing arthritis and
fibromyalgia pain. Beginners welcomed! This
class meets in HIGH POINT. Cost: $40/month
due the first class of the month; drop in rate is
$12. For more information, email meredith.
arkin@gmail.com or call 336-294-0207
Evidence Based Taiji (Tai Chi). 7:30-8:30pm.
Taught by Meredith Arkin, Certified Instructor. Evidence Based Taiji and Qigong (EBT/Q)
is a program that Dr. Yang Yang uses in his
western medicine research studying the
mechanisms and benefits of this ancient art.
He incorporates the most important aspects
of traditional training that yields the greatest
measured benefit in the shortest amount of
time. The program includes static and dynamic
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qigong exercises and a 7 movement form that
is challenging yet adaptable to suit people of
all ages and abilities. Cost: $40/month due at
the first class of the month, or $12/class drop
in fee. This class meets in HIGH POINT. For
more info, email meredith.arkin@gmail.com
or call 336-294-0207.

thursday
T'ai Chi Classes. 12:30-1:30pm. T'ai Chi for
health, meditation and self-defense. Improve
balance, strength and flexibility. Beginners
welcome. Triad Yoga Institute, 3940 W.
Market St., GSO. 336-449-3284. Phone for
special introductory rates. Your instructor has
40 years experience in T'ai Chi Ch'uan, and
is certified to teach by The National T'ai Chi
Ch'uan Assn., Los Angeles, CA. See full class
schedule at www.silktigertaichi.com.
Community Acupuncture Clinic. 1-5:30pm.
Led by Holly Carr, MS, L.Ac. Come experience
acupuncture! The Center for Holistic Healing’s
community acupuncture clinic offers effective affordable treatment in a relaxing group
setting. Patients receive professional, safe,
personalized care in a peaceful group center.
By treating several patients at once we lower
our costs and pass our savings on to you. The
types of conditions that this setting is most
conducive for include: Anxiety and stress,
Headaches, Digestive problems, Insomnia,
Addictions, Acute and chronic pain, Smoking cessation, Emotional problems as well as
general health maintenance and relaxation.
Cost: $30/person/visit. Clinic is held at The
Center for Holistic Healing in High Point. For
more info or to make an appointment, contact
The Center for Holistic Healing at 841-4307.
Stillpoint Acupuncture Clinic. 1:30–6pm.
Stillpoint Acupuncture Community Clinic
offers a low cost, community-centered way
to provide acupuncture treatments for a wide
variety of health concerns. Making acupuncture affordable and convenient are the primary
aims of this clinic. Using a model similar to
that practiced in China, the clinic setting allows us to see more people at once, thereby
reducing our cost and yours. Appointments
suggested, but walk-ins accepted if space
available. Call 336-510-2029 for an appointment. 1901 Lendew St., Ste.11,GSO. www.
stillpointacupuncture.com
T'ai Chi Ch'uan Classes. 5:30-6:30pm (Beginners) and 6:30-7:30pm (Advanced). T'ai
Chi for health, meditation and self-defense.
Improve balance, strength and flexibility.
Classes held at First Reformed United Church
of Christ, 513 W. Front St., Burlington. 336449-3284. Phone for special introductory
rates. Your instructor has 40 years experience
in T'ai Chi Ch'uan, and is certified to teach
by The National Tai Chi Ch'uan Assn., Los
Angeles, CA. See full class schedule at www.
silktigertaichi.com.
Qigong. 5:45-6:45pm. Qigong has been an
integral part of Chinese culture since at least
the first millennium BCE. Today it is most
often referred to as breathing and qi (energy)
circulation techniques that are capable of
improving health, preventing illnesses and

strengthening the body. We will seek to
balance and strengthen the qi throughout
the body using static (sitting, standing, lying down meditation) and dynamic (simple
repetitive motions) exercises. Research has
found various forms of qigong effective in
improving immune function and sleep quality; reducing stress; increasing quality of life,
balance,and kinesthetic sense; and easing
arthritis and fibromyalgia pain. We will be
bending and moving, so if you are coming
from work, just don’t wear restrictive clothing
like belts. Ladies, make Thursdays pants day.
Try this enjoyable and beneficial class! This
class meets in GREENSBORO @ the Yoga and
Massage Center, 515 College Rd. Suite 3.
(Guildford Square). Cost: $40/month due at
the first class of the month, or $12/class drop
in fee. For more information, email meredith.
arkin@gmail.com or call 336-294-0207.
Yoga for Every Body. 6-7:15.pm Vinyasa style
practice designed to build heat & improve
mobility. Builds on basic postures & is more
vigorous. Instructor Becky Heiter RYT 500 will
help you honor your body's personal journey
out of stress & into a renewed way of livingDrop in $15, packages available. Location:
Healing From the Inside Out, 1116 Hwy 801
North, Advance. For more info, call Becky at
336-414-3480 or send an email to mignon.
zimmerman65@gmail.com
Adult Survivors of Childhood Sexual Abuse
Support Group. 7-8:30pm. Taught by Valarie
Snell, LCSW. We would like to invite you
to join us to meet and gather support from
fellow survivors and learn from each other
as well. This group has an interactive focus
with some guidance from the group facilitator. Group members will need to speak with
Valarie Snell prior to attending group. $20/
group. For more info, call at 336-841-4307
or visit www.chhtree.com

friday
Functional Yoga. 12-1pm. Whatever our size,
age, condition, or flexibility, we all want to
perform basic activities such as tying our
shoes, getting in and out of a chair, changing
a light bulb, taking a full breath and relaxing
without worry. Functional yoga allows you
to practice various yoga techniques that help
make all of this possible. Various tools such
as chairs and straps will be used to make
this class accessible to all. Taught by Susan
Sherrill, RYT. Cost: $40/month. Drop in: $12.
Location: Center for Holistic Healing in High
Point. For more info, call 336-841-4307 or
visit www.chhtree.com
Trager Mentastics. 3-4pm. Meets the second
and fourth Friday of each month. Facilitated by
Betsy Oldenburg, Certified Trager Practitioner
& LMBT. Remember what it was like to feel
good? Come join us for an entertaining, no
stress hour as we explore Trager Mentastics.
These simple pleasurable movements will
re-teach your body and mind to let go of tension. Integrative Therapies, 7-E Oak Branch
Dr., GSO. Fee: $10 per class. Please call 336294-0910 to register. Our website calendar
is available at www.integrativetherapies.net

Dr. Elizabeth Vaughan’s

Your Body Detox and Nutritional Supplement Specialty Store

You may benefit from a Detox if you are experiencing:
Gas
Bloating
Fatigue
Weight gain
Digestive issues
Mental fog
Allergies
Menstrual difficulties

The Natural Vitality Center
has a wide range of
products,
including herbal products
and a Far-Infrared Sauna,
to help you detoxify!

OPEN TO THE PUBLIC
Monday-Friday 9:00 AM - 6:00 PM

Visit
www.TheNaturalVitalityCenter.com
for health tips, special offers and
to subscribe to our newsletter!

1301 West Wendover Ave. , Suite D • Greensboro, NC
At the corner of Wendover & Grecade St.

336.232.4847
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PIM
PIEDMONT
INTEGRATIVE MEDICINE, PA

SE RVICES

Bioidentical Hormone Therapy
Listening
with
the heart
and
healing
with love©

Comprehensive Integrative
Holistic Health Assessment
Biopuncture
Sublingual Immunotherapy
Intravenous Therapy

Alex T. Augoustides, MD, ABIHM, FAAFP

T R E A TME NTS
Allergies (inhalant and food)
Andropause
Candida/Yeast Infections
Chronic Fatigue Syndrome
Coronary Artery Disease
Diabetes Mellitus
Fibromyalgia
Headaches (migraine and tension)
Hypertension
Irritable Bowel Syndrome
Menopause and PMS
Prostatic Enlargement
Thyroid and Adrenal Disorders
and much more!

PIEDMONT INTEGRATIVE MEDICINE, PA
1411 Plaza West Road, Suite B • Winston-Salem, NC 27103
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336-760-0240

